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The purpose of the study was to interpret and compare the meanings attributed to 
furisode by selected female Japanese college students living in Japan and living in the 
U.S.A. The furisode is a type of kimono worn on formal occasions by young Japanese 
women. Face-to-face interviews were conducted in this exploratory study to further 
understand meanings attributed to the furisode by Japanese college students. A symbolic 
interactionist perspective was employed to understand the meanings which participants 
attached to the furisode. A purposive sample of two groups of Japanese college students 
were investigated: seven female Japanese college students living in Japan and seven female 
Japanese college students living abroad. The college students were recruited at a university 
in eastern Japan and at a university in western U.S.A. The semi-structured questions 
asked during the interviews captured participants' experiences and memories related to the 
furisode, its meanings, and participants' demographic characteristics. 
The findings revealed that there were no particular differences in the meanings 
attached to the furisode by the college students in this sample living in Japan and living 
abroad. Emergent themes were classified into three groups: 1) symbolic themes related to 
culture: formal wear, age or youth, marital status, entrance into adulthood, national 
costume of Japan, a costume or kimono related to culture and tradition, a traditional 
Redacted for Privacycostume, a dress that represents conformity to other girls, a dress that represents ideal 
cultural images of a wearer; 2) themes related to individual perceptions: a dress that 
enhances the spiritual and mental state of the mind of a wearer, a dress that makes a wearer 
feel pleased or happy, a dress that represents a valuable experience, a dress that reflects 
feelings or moods of perceivers, a dress or kimono which is valuable, a dress or kimono 
seen as an heirloom, a dress or kimono that represents the individuality or personality of a 
wearer, a dress regarded as a memento ; and 3) themes associated with the furisode itself: A 
dress or kimono with increased costs for preservation and maintenance, a dress or kimono 
that restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, a dress or kimono that takes time and 
labor in preparing for wear, and a dress or kimono that is rarely worn in everyday life. The 
study also found the sources of information for participants in both countries were a 
mother, a grandmother, the mass media such as TV, magazines, and a book, leaflets to 
promote the sale of the furisode, clerks at a kimono shop, staff at a beauty salon who had a 
participant put on the furisode, friends at school, friends outside the university, and 
neighbors. Further, the themes that emerged from the interviews also illustrated that 
symbolic meanings attached to the furisode were communicated meaningfully between a 
wearer and a perceiver in Japan. 
Based on the results from this study, the furisode appears to be a cultural symbol for 
which shared meanings are attributed. Future research may analyze the relationships 
among meanings, demographic variables such as age, and other variables that influence the 
attitudes toward or perceptions of the furisode, such as practicing Japanese traditional arts 
and the wearing of other Japanese traditional costumes. 'Copyright by Kumiko Watanabe
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 Meanings Attributed to the Furisode by Japanese College Students living
in Japan and in the U.S.A. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The kimono is a national costume of Japan and has a long history and tradition. After 
the Meiji Restoration (1868), the Japanese people gradually adopted Western clothing. 
During this time, men adopted Western dress more readily than women did. During the 
Taisho era (1912-1926) and before World War II, more women and female students came 
to wear Western clothing. For example, girls adopted a sailor-collared blouse and skirt 
(Higuchi, 1981). After World War II, almost all women began to wear Western clothing. 
The kimono then found "its new  small and very formal social niche" (Dalby, 1993, 
p.131). Today, adult women wear the tomesode with family crests as formal wear; young 
unmarried women wear the furisode on formal occasions. Thus, the use of the kimono 
has declined over years. 
However, since the 1980s, changes have occurred in attitudes toward and perceptions 
of the kimono among young people. In fact, "a small but increasing number of sensitive, 
avant-garde young people who are reviving the kimono as modern fashion wear . .  . are 
trying to integrate the kimono into their daily wardrobes along with their jeans and designer 
clothes" (Koren, 1984, p.168). What leads these Japanese people to wear the kimono 
more often than before? Have they attached new meanings to the kimono? Have they 
rediscovered the meanings once attached to the kimono? 
A 24-year-old woman who was one of the women incorporating the kimono into 
modern wardrobes commented on the kimono and the feeling when she wore it as follows: 
" I do not want to wear a kimono every day but sometimes I get the feeling that I want to 
wear a kimono right now" (Koren, 1984, p.168). She also described her feeling with the 2 
kimono as follows: "When I wear a kimono I begin to feel very silent inside. Usually I am 
a high-energy person, which I like. But when I wear a kimono I feel calm and good, 
which I also like" (Koren, p.169). 
Japanese individuals born since the 1960s are different from older generations in 
terms of their values and views. Tanaka (1995) points out that these individuals "take a 
Westernized lifestyle and material affluence for granted" (p.74). They are different from 
the older generations in terms of their sensibility, taste, and philosophy. This generation 
values individuality more than conformity. However, there still may be something in 
common among these generations, particularly regarding the kimono. 
The following example illustrates a change in attitudes toward or perceptions of the 
kimono by a Japanese woman after she and her husband lived abroad for certain period of 
time. Before she married, she was not interested in the kimono. However, after her 
husband was sent to his company's branch in the U.S.A., and she came here too, she came 
to love her national costume: 
I wore kimono to parties in San Francisco, in order to fly the Japanese flag; and 
then I recognized that it was part of my country's long and fine tradition, so when 
we came back to Tokyo, I continued to wear kimono for lunches, dinner parties, 
and sometimes for shopping with friends. (Liddell, 1989, p.210) 
For everyday use, she wore a "screen-painted washable polyester kimono" (Liddell, 1989, 
p.210), whereas she wore the elaborate silk kimono for formal wear. What leads ladies 
like her to wear the kimono more often than before? Her staying abroad with her husband 
may have contributed to this change in attitudes or perceptions. In other words, social 
context, different from that of Japan, might be ascribed to the change in attitudes toward or 
perceptions of the kimono. Do these kinds of changes happen in meanings attached to the 
furisode by young women living abroad, which may lead to the increased sales of the 
kimono among them in the future? 3 
To understand these changes, a symbolic interactionist theoretical framework is used 
in this study. The kimono and a kind of kimono, the furisode, are symbols. The furisode 
represents the shared past of the Japanese people. Symbols are a class of social objects, 
and "it is people in interaction that give meaning to them, create them, change them" 
(Charon, 1979, p.40). Because of this proposition, it can be conjectured that there might 
be some difference in meanings attached to the furisode as a social object as well as a 
symbol by Japanese students living in Japan and abroad. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the meanings attached to the furisode by 
Japanese college students living in Japan and living abroad. The furisode is a kind of 
kimono, worn by a young, unmarried woman on special occasions. This study explored 
meanings attributed to the furisode as a symbol by Japanese college students living in Japan 
and living in the U.S.A. from a symbolic interactionist point of view. It was believed that 
the formation of meanings of the furisode would present a good application of symbolic 
interaction perspective. 
Statement of Problem 
Past research has examined the kimono in detail. Martin (1952), in her thesis, made a 
chronological examination of Japanese costumes including those worn by the aristocrats 
and those worn by people in general. Many studies and books exist on the kimono (e.g. 
Dalby, 1993; Endo, 1980; Hays & Hays, 1992; Koren, 1984), and there are catalogs 
which feature kimonos, or the kosode, including the furisode, which date back to the 16th 
century (e.g. Gluckman & Takeda, 1992; Stinchecum, 1984). In addition, information 
including skills and techniques used in the production of the kimono, the influence of art on 
the kimono, characteristics of motifs on the kimono, including the furisode, and meanings 
attached to the furisode and motifs, have been described (e.g. Minnich, 1963; Mizoguchi, 
1973; Nagasaki, 1993; Nagasaki, 1994; Noma, 1974). 4 
However, research studies on the meanings attached to the furisode of today are few. 
Furthermore, any differences between Japanese college students living in Japan and 
Japanese college students living abroad in the meanings they attach to the furisode have not 
been studied. Therefore, this study interprets and compares the meanings attached to the 
furisode by Japanese college students living in Japan and in the U.S.A. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to interpret and compare the meanings applied to the 
furisode by selected Japanese college students living in Japan and Japanese college students 
living in the U.S.A. 
Research Objectives 
Objectives of the study were: 
1.  to interpret the meanings attached to the furisode as a symbol by Japanese college 
students living in Japan and Japanese college students living in the U.S.A. 
2. to compare the meanings attached to the furisode by Japanese college students 
living in Japan and the meanings attached to the furisode by Japanese college students 
living in the U.S.A.; and 
3 .  to investigate what and who are the original and current sources of information 
about the furisode for Japanese college students living in Japan and Japanese 
college students living in the U.S.A. 5 
Definition of Terms 
Appearance is conceived as "the total, composite image created by the human body and 
any modifications, embellishments, or coverings of the body that are visually 
perceived; a visual context that includes clothing as well as the body" (Kaiser, 
1990, p.4). 
Costume is viewed as "a style of clothes belonging to a particular cultural or historical 
context" (Kaiser, 1990, p.4). 
Furisode is defined as a type of kimono, a national costume of Japan. It is worn by a 
young, unmarried woman on such occasions as graduations, New Year's Day, and 
Coming-Of-Age Day. It symbolizes youth, which is represented by elements of the 
furisode such as the color, design pattern, and length of the sleeves. 
Japanese college students living abroad are viewed as Japanese college students living 
abroad for more than nine months. 
Meaning is defined as "being attached to conduct" in social context and as "not being settled 
or fixed, but rather as socially and circumstantially variable" (Gubrium & Holstein, 
1992, p.1578). 
Role-taking is conceived as "a process of anticipating responses of others with whom one 
interacts" (Stryker, 1992, p.2130). 
Social objects are defined "according to their use for the people involved" (Charon, 1979, 
p.39). For example, "a tree is not the same object to a lumberman, a botanist, or a 
poet; a star is a different object to a modern astronomer than it was to a sheepherder 
of antiquity" (Blume'', 1969, p.69, cited in Charon, 1979, p.39). "Most physical 
objects have almost an infinite number of possible uses: thus they have almost an 
infinite number of social meanings, and each physical object constitutes. therefore, 
a multitude of social objects" (Charon. 1979. p.39). Some social objects are 
symbols. 6 
Symbol is defined as  one class of social objects  used to represent or stand for 
whatever it is that people agree they should stand for. They are used for 
representation" (Charon, 1979, p.39-40). For example, although a flag is a colored 
piece of cloth, it represents a nation. In other words, "a flan is a symbol for a 
nation" (Shibutani, 1961, p.121, cited in Charon, 1979, p.41). "Symbols can be 
physical objects, human acts, or words" (Charon, 1979, p.43). 7 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The literature related to this study is presented in this chapter. This chapter will 
describe the major subjects of this study, the kimono and the furisode, as symbolic 
costumes. Symbolic interaction theory, as a theoretical framework, and costumes of 
peoples are then discussed. 
The Kimono 
Because the furisode worn by young, unmarried women is a major topic of this 
study, the history of the kimono for women will be briefly described here from the Heian 
period (794-1191) to the Edo period (1603-1867), and from the Meiji era (1868-1912) to 
the present. 
The word kimono literally means "object to wear" (see Figure 1). The kimono is 
defined as wafuku : wa means "Japanese" and fuku means "the dress" in contrast to 
yofuku, "Western clothes". The present kimono originated in the costume called the 
kosode, worn as underwear by the court nobles in Kyoto, the ancient capital of Japan in the 
mid-Heian period (794-1191), and everyday wear for commoners around the  10th century 
(Nagasaki, 1993). Court ladies during the Heian period wore layers of clothing above the 
kosode. Literally meaning "small sleeves," the kosode represents a variety of kimonos 
with close-fitting sleeves. In fact, in the National Museum of Japan, the kosode, furisode, 
uchikake, koshimaki, katabira, hitoe, aigi , ubugi, and yogi are all classified as "the 
kosode" (Hays & Hays, 1992). The general shape of the kimono has not changed; 
however, details, such as sleeve length and design patterns, vary. 8 
Front 
I. TomoenOver-collar. 
2. Ura enBack of collar. 
3. ErisakiCollar end. 
4. Sodeguchi fukiLining at 
sleeve opening. 
5. SodetsukeArmhole seam. 
6. MiyatsuguchiOpening 
under armhole. 
7. FunSleeve below armhole. 
8. En habaCollar width. 
9. Shitamae migoroInner front 
panel. 
10. ErishitaLength under collar. 
11. OkumiFront panel below col­
lar end. 
12. Okumi habaWidth of front 
panel below collar end. 
13. Uwamae migoro Outer front 
panel. 
16	  14. SusomawashiLining of front 
panel below collar end. 
15. HakkakeLining of back of 
kimono. 
16. Mae habaFront width. 
17. SusosenHemline. 
Back 
I. EnCollar. 
2. Kata habaShoulder width. 
3. Sode habaSleeve width. 
4. YukiSleeve plus shoulder 
width. 
5. SodeguchiSleeve opening. 
6. SodetakeDepth of sleeve. 
7. KurikoshiFold-over sewn to 
adjust length. 
8. MitakeLength from shoulder 
to hem. 
9. Ushiro rnigoroBack of body 
section. 
10	  10. WakinuiSide seam. 
I1. SenuiBack mid seam. 
12. Ushiro habaBack width. 
STANDARD KIMONO SIZE
 
Length: 158 cm.
 
Sleesc plus shoulder width: 63 cm.
 
Sleeve width: 32 cm.
 
Shoulder width: 31  cm.
 
Sleeve depth: 49 cm.
 
Figure 1.  The kimono. From "Parts of the Kimono," The Book of Kimono, by N. 
Yamanaka, 1982, p.43. 9 
The Heian period began in 794 when the capital of Japan was moved from Nara to 
Kyoto. The ceremonial costume for court ladies evolved from the ceremonial clothing 
worn during the Nara period (710-793), called "haishi " (Higuchi, 1981). The court ladies 
began to wear layers of clothing above the kosode as an undergarment, whereas dresses for 
commoners were the kosode as an outergarment. The costume court ladies wore was 
called karaginumo, which means "the coat and skirt." 
During the Kamakura period (1192-1333), a military ruler governed the nation for the 
first time. Minamoto Yoritomo established his shogunate in Kamakura, near today's 
Tokyo, away from Kyoto. After the samurai, or the warrior class took power during the 
Kamakura (1192-1333) and Muromachi (1338-1573) periods, their way of life influenced 
social practices including clothing, which became simpler than those worn by court nobles 
during the Heian period. The clothing for ladies of the ruling samurai class was the kosode 
and the hakama, or the divided skirt, which was much simpler than the court ladies' 
costumes in the previous period. Whereas layers of clothing as a ceremonial dress for the 
court ladies continued to be worn, their clothing became simplified at the same time 
(Higuchi, 1981). The items worn during this period include the kinubakama, consisting of 
the kosode, hakama and uchikake. Thus, the social practice of the warrior class affected 
the costume, and the location of the shogunate at Kamakura, away from Kyoto, decreased 
the influence of the court nobles on clothing. 
The prototype of the current kimono is the kosode in the Muromachi period (1338­
1573) (Minnich, 1963). In other words, clothing of two classes, the upper class and 
commoners, the former worn as an undergarment and the latter worn as an outergarment, 
"merged and became a new category of the kimono for all classes of people" (Nagasaki, 
1993, p.92). During this period, the samurai class ladies wore uchikake as a formal 
outerwear which dated back to the court ladies' costume in the Kamakura period. 10 
The uchikake was a long overkimono (Minnich,1963). During the summer, the samurai 
class ladies wore the koshimaki over the kosode as one of the ceremonial wear (Liddell, 
1989). 
Later, in the Momoyama period (1573-1603), regardless of class and sex, the kosode 
was worn as an outergarment (Higuchi, 1981).  The kosode became the national costume. 
Since the Momoyama period, the cut of the kimono has not changed very much, and the 
kosode was worn by people from all walks of life. Consequently, the major focus of the 
kosode became the decoration of the garment. On the other hand, there was some change 
in the obi. It was not until the Edo period that the obi sash became wide. During this 
period, though the obi was ribbon-like, a simple knotted cord, called the Nagoya obi, 
which originated in Nagoya, Kyushu, came into fashion (Minnich, 1963). 
Here, attention should be commanded to the decorative aspect of the kosode during 
the Momoyama period. During the earlier Muromachi period, the kosode was made of 
woven textiles (Nagasaki, 1993). The kosode in the Momoyama period was characterized 
by tsujigahana and nuihaku (Nagasaki, 1993). Tsujigahana dyeing technique is defined 
as: 
A combination of decorative techniques, also the fabrics and designs thus 
produced, which flourished from the late Muromachi through the Momoyama 
periods. Always included shibori, often supplemented by freehand painting 
(kaki-e), gold or silver leaf (surihaku) , and embroidery (nui). (Stinchecum, 
1984, p.222) 
Nui-haku is defined as "combination of embroidery (nui) and metallic leaf (surihaku) 
popular for kosode decoration in the Momoyama and Edo periods" (Stinchecum, 1984, 
p.221). The motifs of the kosode are a mixture of flower, plant, animal, and others 
(Nagasaki, 1993). These motifs were arranged in ways such as kata-suso and katami­
gawari (Nagasaki, 1993). For example, in kata-suso style, motifs were located at the 
shoulders and hem, whereas in katami-gawari style, "the right and left sides are divided in 
vertical contrast" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.92). 11 
There were many developments and changes in the kosode during the Edo period. 
From a perspective of the cut of the kimono, the body narrowed and lengthened, and the 
sleeves widened. In terms of the obi, there was also a change in form. From an artistic or 
aesthetic point of view, there were developments in designs due to dyeing techniques, such 
as yuzen dyeing, and other factors, such as sumptuary laws. Bingata dyeing, which 
originated in Okinawa, as well as yuzen dyeing, employed also today for the furisode, is 
also briefly described here. 
The Keicho Kosode 
During the Momoyama period (1573-1603), the tsujigahana dyeing technique 
bloomed. For example, the tie-dyeing technique, the principal technique in the tsujigahana 
design, was used to create the petals of a flower (Stinchecum, 1984). However, during the 
Keicho era (1596-1603) and the following era, shibori, or tie-dyeing, was employed to 
define areas "to be decorated with embroidery or leaf" (Stinchecum, 1984, p.43). 
Nagasaki (1993) points out the characteristics of the Keicho kosode as follows: 
Most fabric is figured satin (rinzu) instead of the nerinuki (plain-weave silk 
fabric using raw silk warp and degummed weft) of the Momoyama period. 
The colors are dark and subdued in sharp contrast to the rich, bright colors 
used in the preceding period. 
Intersecting straight and curved lines to create a complex, abstract design, in 
contrast to well-balanced, orderly composition as seen in Momoyama period 
katasuso kosode and in dan-gawari and katami-gawari style kosode. 
Three-dimensional decoration is achieved by means of combining an under-
pattern of metallic leaf (surihaku) with an embroidered over-pattern. This is in 
contrast to Momoyama kosode, in which all or part of the surface was adorned 
in a two-dimensional way. (p.93) 
The Kosode in Kanbun Style 
According to Nagasaki (1993), the kosode in Kanbun style emerged, influenced by 
both the Keicho kosode which was for the samurai class and the kosode, which reflected 12 
the taste of the rich merchant class, who gained economic power around the Meireki era 
(1655-58). The kosode in Kanbun style was prevalent in or around the Kanbun era (1661­
1673). This style has the following characteristics: 
A wide use of the technique known as kanoko-shibori, often in combination 
with embroidery and stitch-resist dyeing (nui-shibori). 
Large and dynamic patterns, usually extending from the left back shoulder to 
the right-hand hem, or from the right-hand shoulder to the left-hand shoulder 
and right-hand hem. 
The use of various motifs including plants, animals, even objects and Chinese 
and Japanese characters. 
The use of literary and other motifs with symbolic and witty allusions reflecting 
an increasingly powerful merchant class preference for a simple yet impressive 
artistic expression. (Nagasaki, 1993, p.93-94) 
The Yuzen Dyeing 
The yuzen zome is defined as "a combination of techniques employing resist paste to 
separate different-colored pattern areas, to create fine white lines, and to protect pattern 
areas from the background color, which is characteristically applied by brush" (hiki-zome) 
(Stinchecum, 1984, p.222). The yuzen dyeing technique originated in rokechi, which was 
brought to Japan along with Buddhism in the sixth century (Minnich, 1963). However, it 
was not until the late seventeenth century, that is, in the Genroku era (1688-1704), that 
yuzen dyeing made a final development and was widely used to embellish the kosode and 
the furisode (Nagasaki, 1993). 
Yuzen dyeing was named after Miyazaki Yuzen, who was very popular in the 
Genroku era (1688-1704). Historical documents indicate that Yuzen was a famous painter 
who decorated many beautiful fans (Maruyama, 1993). His personal background remains 
unknown. It is generally believed that he was a fan painter and was engaged in drawing 
the design patterns on the kosode but not the dyeing itself. The dyers "with advanced 
techniques for dyeing fabrics in various colors and patterns" (Maruyama, 1993, p.95) in 13 
Kyoto, namely the yuzen dyeing technique, took advantage of Yuzen's novel design 
patterns used on fans and his name, which was already well known, to popularize the 
kosode created in the yuzen technique. 
The Kosode for the Samurai Class and Merchant Class 
With the development of yuzen  dyeing in the Genroku era (1688-1704), a change 
occurred in design patterns, especially in the kosode worn by the merchant class 
(Nagasaki, 1993). The kosode of the samurai class, did not undergo as many changes as 
the kosode of merchant class. Because of their social position as a ruling class, the samurai 
were slow to change, but the kosode of the merchant class still influenced them. 
What design motifs are characteristic of the yuzen-dyed kosode of the merchant class 
around this time? They are roundel designs coming from motifs of fan paintings, which 
soon were out of vogue, and pictorial designs, which continue to be popular today 
(Maruyama, 1993; Stinchecum, 1984). Pictorial designs include landscapes and "objects 
of everyday use such as utensils for the tea ceremony or flower arranging, toys, tools 
(especially those related to weaving), books, architectural elements, and furnishings 
associated with classical literary themes" (Stinchecum, 1984, p.56). 
After the late eighteenth century, the kosode  of the merchant class developed into two 
groups: one kosode ofthe rich merchant class and the other for the middle and lower class 
merchants (Nagasaki, 1993). Each kosode was characterized by its own design and 
decorative method. For the affluent merchant class, various techniques, namely, tie dying, 
embroidery or painting were used solely or in combination to create "elaborate and 
sophisticated designs" in the kosode (Nagasaki, 1993, p.94). The figured silk (rinzu) was 
often used for this costume. In contrast, the kosode for the women of the middle merchant 
class seemed "simple and delicate" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.95). Thus, the members of the 
rich merchant class could use a variety of techniques, whereas middle merchant class used 
only some methods to adorn the kosode. 14 
The techniques used in the kosodes for middle and lower merchant classes were 
shiroage and sunui (Nagasaki, 1993). The kosode created in shiroage was characterized 
by patterns "entirely reserved in white by means of resist paste, then supplemented with 
touches of bright embroidery" (Stinchecum, 1984, p.222). Sunui only used embroidery. 
In sunui, "there even appeared a linear design based on short-stitch embroidery, which 
created the illusion that the fabric had been dyed with white lines in reserve" (Nagasaki, 
1993, p.95). In sum, the yuzen dyeing technique, still used in the creation of the kimono 
today, influenced the kosode of the merchant class. 
On the other hand, the kosode of the ladies of the samurai class during the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries differed from the kosode of the merchant class 
(Nagasaki, 1993). The samurai class was conservative to the radical change in the kosode 
prevalent among the merchant class; however, their kosodes influenced the kosodes of 
ladies of the samurai class (Nagasaki, 1993). After the final development of the yuzen 
dyeing technique, a pictorial design was emphasized in the creation of design patterns on 
the kosode, which affected the kosode of the samurai class ladies. 
Two important design patterns appeared in the kosode of the samurai class. One 
design pattern used "embroidery and surihitta (stencil-dyeing technique with created 
patterns resembling kanoko-shibori tie-dyeing)" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.94). In this pattern, 
"seasonal flowers of bouquets, flower carriages, and flower-bearing rafts are scattered over 
the kosode surface, while the traditional yusoku designs, such as winding streams, key 
frets, and interlining circles are used to fill the spaces between" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.94). 
The other design pattern characteristic of the kosode of a samurai class lady was 
goshodoki: "It was used to render stylized, imaginary landscapes often incorporating 
symbolic motifs taken from classical literature or Noh drama" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.94). 
The former design pattern was used on the uchikake and katabira, and the latter was used 
on the katabira and kosode, including the furisode (Nagasaki, 1993). 15 
After the Horeki era (1751-1764), the kosode had its design patterns located at the 
hem and center front panel (Nagasaki, 1993). This composition became so prevalent that it 
was widely accepted among the merchant class.  These kosode compositions included 
shimabara-tsuma, Edo-tsuma and tsuma-shita. Edo-tsuma is defined as a "diagonal 
placement of patterns from the hem toward the center front panel reaching up to the lower 
neckband" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.95). In the shimabara-tsuma style, the pattern "extends up 
further, covering the upper front of the garment" (Nagasaki, 1993, p.95). On the other 
hand, in a tsumashita design, "patterns are confined to the hem and the center front panel" 
(Nagasaki, 1993, p.95). 
The Kosode during the Bunka-Bunsei Eras 
As Minnich (1963) points out, "all the late Edo period was marked by a seesawing 
between extravagant debauchery and strict sumptuary laws" (p.283). The Bunka-Bunsei 
eras (1804-1830), comprising two of the late Edo eras, was notorious for extravagance. 
The kosode during this period was characterized by aesthetic values different from previous 
eras (Nagasaki, 1993). These aesthetic values were shared by all the merchant class and 
influenced the kimono in the later period, even today's kimono (Nagasaki, 1993). 
Nagasaki (1993) describes the aesthetic values and design patterns of this period as 
follows: 
The aesthetic term iki (rakishly fashionable) emerged during this period, signaling 
a shift in artistic values. Designs appeared which place importance on extremely 
sophisticated and technically advanced patterns confined to certain parts (e.g. the 
center front panel or the reverse side) of the kosode. (p.95) 16 
The Obi Development 
After the Genroku era, design composition of the kosode was influenced not only by 
the yuzen dyeing technique but also by the development of the obi, which interrupted the 
design patterns at the waist of the kimono more than before (Higuchi, 1981). In fact, 
"there was a gradual shift downward in the design's center of gravity." (Stinchecum, 1984, 
p.56). The obi sash was not so wide nor long, and the nagoya obi was used until the early 
Edo period (Higuchi, 1981). The wider and longer obi enabled a wearer to fasten the obi 
more securely, and tying styles became diverse. Girls fastened the obi knot at the back, 
whereas other women tied the knot at front. However, after the late Edo period, all the obi 
knots were fastened at the back (Higuchi, 1981). Thus, although dynamic design patterns 
dominated the preceding kosode, during the Genroku era, a shift occurred in the kosode 
composition due to the advanced dyeing technique and the development of the obi as well 
as "a preference for clothes conveying a feeling less of opulence than of lightness and wit" 
(Stinchecum, 1984, p.53). 
Besides the development of the obi, the cut or dimensions of the kimono itself 
changed during the Edo period (Higuchi, 1981). Until the early Edo period, the kosode 
was made as long as a woman's height, but then it became longer, and there occurred a 
fold at the waist. This change was partly related to the creation of a more beautiful 
silhouette (Higuchi, 1981). 
The Bingata 
The bingata dyeing technique is also used in the creation of the kimono today. 
Bingata originated in Okinawa and refers to a red stencil dyeing technique, characterized by 
the mixture of various colors such as red, yellow, and indigo (Yoshioka, 1993). Located 
in the southern part of Japan, Okinawa traded with China, the South Pacific Islands, and 
Korea long ago. These cultural exchanges enriched the textile art of Okinawa. For 17 
example, bright colors characteristic of the bingata dyeing technique are ascribed to the 
"cultural exchange with the South Pacific Islands" (Yang & Narasin, 1989, p.68). Motifs 
used in the technique include those of Japanese and Ming Chinese origins (Yang & 
Narasin, 1989). 
Thus, during the Edo period, various changes and developments related to the kosode 
occurred. These influence today's kimono, too. The techniques and design patterns have 
been described here for the kosode for women. During the Edo period, what roles did the 
clothing play? Japan imposed a self-seclusion for more than two hundred years before she 
opened her doors to the world in 1854. During the Edo period (1603-1867), there was a 
rigid class system. From a standpoint of clothing, the Tokugawa shogunate had imposed 
on its subjects clothes that represented the social position (Dalby, 1993).  In other words, 
the kimonos they wore indicated characteristics, such as their class, gender, age, and 
occupation. 
Modern Role of the Kimono 
After the Meiji Restoration (1868), Western clothing was introduced especially as the 
clothing worn during work by men. The roles or functions the kimono played in society 
have decreased gradually since the Meiji era (1868-1912). The government adopted 
Western clothing for the military and other occupations. Therefore, men came to know the 
convenience and comfort of Western clothing earlier than did women (Dalby, 1993). 
Though more men began to adopt Western dress in the late 19th century, men still wore the 
kimono at home and women, except for ladies in higher society, continued to wear the 
kimono. The black tomesode, which traditionally represents formality for adult women, 
with motifs at the hem and with a family crest at the center back, the back of the sleeves, 
and on the chest at the left and right sides of the kimono, was regarded as formal wear for 
married women (Higuchi, 1981). 18 
During the Taisho era (1912-1926), "mass-appeal bright colors and flamboyant styles 
appeared in the kimono " (Dalby, 1993, p.124). Since the Taisho era, women who 
worked outside began to wear Western dress. At school, girls began wearing school 
uniforms, consisting of a skirt and sailor-collar blouse or a jumper skirt and blouse 
(Higuchi, 1981). However, men and women still wore the kimono at home before the end 
of World War II. During World War II, the kimono was viewed as a luxury, and the long 
sleeves and the elaborate kimono made of silk were banned (Dalby, 1993). Women wore a 
blouse or old kimono and a kind of trouser, called monpe, suitable for movement and 
labor. By the end of World War II, the clothing items became scarce due to the war, and 
were rationed. 
Thus, the kimono appears less in society in recent history. The kimono, which 
originated in the undergarment of the court nobles and the outergannent of the commoners 
during the Heian period, underwent many changes over the years. The kosode, the 
prototype of the present kimono during the Muromachi period, was adorned by many 
techniques and design patterns and culminated during the Edo period. Tastes and traditions 
in the kosode still influence today's kimono. 
The Furisode 
The furisode is worn by young, unmarried women today on formal occasions, such 
as graduations and Coming-Of-Age Day. January 15th is a national holiday when 
people celebrate the entrance into adulthood by young men and women who become twenty 
years old. On other occasions, such as at the Olympic Games medal award ceremony, the 
furisode is worn by an official medal carrier as a formal costume in Japan. The furisode is 
named for its swinging and fluttering sleeves, by which the costume is characterized. 
However, the prototype of today's furisode in the sixteenth century was not known as 19 
the furisode nor had swinging sleeves as long as the present furisode (Nagasaki, 1994). 
The word furisode was applied to a specific costume after the mid-Edo period (Higuchi, 
1981). Historical documents indicate that the furisode of the Muromachi and Momoyama 
was worn by young women and children (Nagasaki, 1994). It symbolized youth 
(Kitamura, 1988). Nagasaki (1994) points out that the name ketteki or wakiake was 
attached to this garment. The ketteki or wakiake was side-opened at the sleeve and was not 
so long. This garment was advantageous to young children who were under sixteen years 
old because side-opened sleeves functioned for ventilation in the Japanese climate 
(Nagasaki, 1994). When children reached a certain age or a particular stage of life, the 
sleeves were shortened, and the sleeve sides were closed. This sleeve shortening was 
called tomesode (Nagasaki, 1994; Kitamura, 1988). For example, after marriage, young 
women shortened their sleeves (Nagasaki, 1994). During the middle of the Edo period, 
when girls became eighteen, the sleeves were shortened in the fall (Endo, 1980). 
The sleeve length of the furisode changed from era to era. Whereas the sleeves of the 
prototype of the furisode during the Muromachi and Momoyama periods were not so long, 
during the Edo period, sleeves lengthened and changed in shape ( Higuchi, 1981). After 
the late Genroku period (1688-1704), the sleeves became rectangular-shaped as they are 
today (Kitamura, 1988). The furisode is characterized by long, swinging sleeves today, 
which are 75 cm long (Nagasaki, 1994). The dress they sell in Japan today has three types 
of sleeves: o-furisode ranges from 141 to 125 cm, chu-furisode from 91 to 106 cm, and 
ko-furisode from 76 to 87 cm (Sagami, 1998). The longer the sleeve of the furisode, the 
more formal the costume. 
On the other hand, as sleeves became longer, the decorative aspects gained 
importance, too (Nagasaki, 1994). Since the middle and late Edo periods, the name 
furisode was attached to the costume with side-opened long sleeves (Higuchi, 1981). 
Nagasaki (1994) indicates that although there were motifs distinctive of the Edo period and 
common to the kosode and the furisode, the furisode had its own designs and 20 
characteristics during the late Edo period. Although "a married woman had to select the 
kosode according to her age, social position, and occasion. .  .  . Bright colors and elaborate 
patterning were the privilege of the young" (Hays & Hays, 1992, p.33). These bright 
colors consisted of "white, red, black, light blue, and yellowish green" (Nagasaki, 1994, 
p.95). Drawn on the furisode were auspicious motifs, such as "pine, bamboo and plum 
trees, wisteria, cherry trees, mandarin orange trees, paulownia, bamboo blinds, fluttering 
screens, cypress-slat fans, sea shell cases, noshi (ceremonial binding), mandarin ducks, 
cranes, and tortoises" (Nagasaki, 1994, p.95). 
Symbolic meanings of these motifs vary. The pine represents longevity and 
constancy; the bamboo, rectitude; and the plum, winsomeness (Minnich, 1963, p.281). 
The paulownia means longevity, and the unfolding cypress fans symbolize increasing 
prosperity (Hays & Hays, 1992). These motifs were realistic and picturesque (Hays & 
Hays, 1992; Nagasaki, 1994). On the other hand, figured satin was usually used for the 
furisode, and the techniques employed were tie-dyeing, embroidery, and painting 
(Nagasaki, 1994). Since the middle of the Edo period, the merchant class gained economic 
power. Daughters of rich merchants received these gorgeous furisodes as a trousseau from 
their parents (Minnich, 1963). These young women wore the gorgeous furisodes everyday 
(Nagasaki, 1994). Daughters of other classes did not wear the furisode as often as those of 
the rich merchant class. For example, daughters of the middle class wore the furisodes 
only on special occasions (Nagasaki, 1994). Regarding the furisode of the samurai class 
ladies, historical documentation is lacking (Nagasaki, 1994). 
In this study, the meanings attached to the furisode by Japanese college students 
living in Japan and living abroad were investigated. The furisode is a symbol. To provide 
an understanding of the meanings applied by Japanese people to the furisode, basic 
elements which influence or reflect the meanings of the furisode are as follows. In general, 
for Japanese people, one of the most important messages the furisode sends is formality. 
In recent history, the furisode has been worn as formal wear by a young, unmarried 21 
woman, equivalent to the tomesode for married women as formal wear. The longer the 
sleeves, the more formal the costume is. In contrast, the shortest sleeves are on the men's 
kimono; in contrast, sleeves longer than the men's kimono and shorter than the furisode for 
young, unmarried women are the kimono for married women (Dalby, 1993). Sleeve 
length may allude to the responsibility one takes in society (Dalby, 1993). 
On the other hand, the furisode, when properly worn, signifies characteristics of an 
ideal young woman, such as "innocent, reserved, obedient and cheerful" (Dalby, 1993, 
p.195). In other words, the kimono, in general, and the furisode represent "genteel 
femininity" (Dalby, 1993, p.114). However, "through its recent stylized evolution, 
modern kimono has lost the ability to express anything other than spruce, chirpy propriety 
for young girls" (Dalby, 1993, p.195). The color, the sleeve length, and the design on the 
kimono convey the age of a wearer. Long sleeves, bright colors, and busy patterns are all 
for a young, unmarried woman. In addition to these elements to symbolize youth, 
"youthfulness is further indicated by how a Miss wears her kimono," (Dalby, 1993, p.197) 
especially at the collar and front overlap. She wears her collar "demurely close to her nape, 
set back 'no more than the width of an upright fist' in popular advice" (Dalby, 1993, 
p.198). When a person wears the kimono, the left collar overlaps the right collar, which 
forms a v-shape neckline. To express youthfulness, this v-shape neckline "should be 
relatively wide and high toward the throat" (Dalby, 1993, p.198). The meanings given to 
the furisode also include Japaneseness in addition to the youthfulness, formality, and 
femininity mentioned above. Japaneseness may represent the sensitivity to nature and 
season and nationality. 
Worn on special occasions, such as celebrations and Coming-Of-Age Day, the 
present furisode appears to add gaiety to these ceremonies. It is rich in color and celebrates 
a girl's entry into adulthood. Thus, decorative aspects of the furisode have become more 
important with time although originally, the furisode was a practical garment (Nagasaki, 22 
1994). A wearer of the furisode changed from period to period. The prototype of the 
furisode, ketteki, was worn by boys, girls, and young women. The present furisode is 
worn by a young, unmarried woman. 
Major Components of the Furisode 
To provide an understanding of the furisode (see Figure 2), the main components of 
the furisode a young woman wears will be presented here. The undergarments of the 
kimono, in this case, the furisode, serve to create a smooth and rounded silhouette. In 
order to wear the kimono properly, the kimono requires a wearer to have the following 
additional undergarments: 
Undergarments. 
1. Hadajuban is "an undershirt worn next to the skin" (Yamanaka, 1982, p.60) 
(see Figure 3). 
2. Susoyoke is a half-slip and serves to let a wearer walk easily 
(see Figure 3). 
3.  Nagajuban is a full-length undergarment. Women wear the nagajuban over 
the hadajuban and the susoyoke (see Figure 4). 
4. Han eri is a separate half-collar attached to the collar of the under-kimono, 
the nagajuban. In the case of the furisode, the white han eri is usually used (see Figure 5). 
5 .  Date-jime is a waistband that holds the nagajuban securely (see Figure 5) 
(Yamanaka, 1982). 
The Obi. 
There are several kinds of obi, such as maru obi, fukuro obi, and Nagoya obi. The 
obi is classified by the "way in which they are made" (Yamanaka, 1982, p.68) and is 23 
related to "occasions on which they are worn" (Yamanaka, 1982, p.68). Appropriate for 
the furisode are maru obi, and fukuro obi for formal or ceremonial occasions, which are 
made of silk or brocade: "The double width, fully patterned maru obi is the most formal 
and is made of heavy fabrics such as the multicolored patterned weave called nishiki, 
tapestry wear (tuzure ori), or gold brocade (kinran)" (Yang & Narasin, 1989, p.22). "The 
formal double-fold fukuro obi, with its plain underside, is decorated over sixty percent of 
its front surface" (Yang & Narasin, 1989, p.22). On the other hand, there are many tying 
styles for young women. For example, these styles include ichi monji bunko musubi (see 
Figure 6); fukuju so musubi (see Figure 6); tateya musubi (see Figure 6); and bara musubi 
(see Figure 6). 
Footwear. 
Tabi is a pair of two-toed white socks made of white silk velveteen or soft fabric, 
lined with cotton (see Figure 7). 
Zori is a pair of thonged sandals worn outdoors with tabi. The materials of the zori 
are cloth, leather, and vinyl; summer zori is made of plant fibers. For the formal kimono, 
the heels of the zori should be four to five cm high (Yamanaka, 1982) (see Figure 7). 
Kimono Accessories. 
Obi ita is a thin board used to keep the kimono wrinkle free (see Figure 8). 
Obi makura is "a pad used to shape the tied bow. A thick pad is worn by young 
women" (Yamanaka, 1982, p.63) (see Figure 8). 
Obi-age is a narrow sash tucked into the top of the obi to cover the obi makura and to 24 
Figure 2. The oburisode. From "Oburisode kimono," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, The Book 
of Kimono, p.55. 
Figure 3. Hadajuban and susoyoke. From "Undergarment," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, The 
Book of Kimono, p.60. 25 
Figure 4. Nagajuban. From "Undergarment," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, The Book of 
Kimono p.61. 
Figure 5. Han eri and date-jime, from left to right. From "Undergarment," by N. 
Yamanaka, 1982, The Book of Kimono, p.61. 26 
Figure 6.  Obi styles: ichi monji bunko musubi, fukuju so musubi, tateya musubi, and 
bara musubi, from left to right. From "Ichi monji bunko musubi, fukuju so musubi, 
tateya musubi, and bara musubi," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, The Book of Kimono, p. 27. 
Figure 7.  Tabi and zori, from left to right. From "Footwear," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, 
The Book of Kimono, p.62. 27 
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Figure 8.  Obi ita, center; obi makura, below obi ita; obi-age, upper left and top; and obi­
jime, right and bottom center. From "Kimono accessories," by N. Yamanaka, 1982, The 
Book of Kimono, p.24. 28 
fix the obi crest line in place (see Figure 8). More obi-age is left visible for young 
women's kimonos than for married women's (see Figure 8). 
Obi-jime is a narrow silk cord "tied at the front of the obi. It accents the beauty of 
both obi and kimono" (Yamanaka, 1982, p.63) (see Figure 8). 
The Recent Kimono for Young Women 
The furisode is worn by many young, unmarried women today on ceremonial 
occasions, such as Coming-Of-Age Day, January 15th. However, it was not until the 
1960s that many young women began to wear the furisode as formal wear (Yamamoto, 
1988). High economic growth, starting around the 1960s, has caused this change. 
Around the time of the Meiji Restoration, the kimono slowly gave way to Western dress, 
and after World War II, almost all women began to wear Western clothes. Under this 
circumstance, efforts have been made to promote the use of the kimono by many people. 
Sueko Otsuka was one of the leading figures in developing broader use of the kimono 
(Tsurumi, 1995). She introduced kimonos made of wool and synthetics which were 
widely accepted. Otsuka also made patterns of the kimono for a bed-ridden, older people 
( Tsurumi, 1995). She founded not only her kimono academy but also a textile design 
school (Otsuka, 1995). 
Since the beginning of the 1980s, new trends have emerged. The kimono belonging 
to this move is called "new" kimono in contrast to the "traditional" kimono. The traditional 
kimono is viewed as a kimono made of silk and worn according to rules such as age, 
season, and formality. In the new kimono, designers have introduced design patterns 
"which can be worn regardless of the age of a wearer. Formerly, tradition dictated certain 
patterns and color to be worn according to the season and one's age" (Hiroshima, 1998). 
Some designers, such as Hanae Mori and Hiroko Koshino, have created their own brands 
for the furisode. Furthermore, a kimono that is easy to handle and made of synthetics has 
become available to target young women (A. Kado, personal communication, March 13, 29 
1998). For example, the Toray Company manufactures the silooku, which is easy to 
handle and can be worn without any help of others (A. Kado, personal communication, 
March 13, 1998). Some companies are also considering a potential market growth area for 
the kimono in other countries (A. Kado, personal communication, March 13, 1998). 
On the other hand, during the 1980s, the number of women who wore the traditional 
kimono and the easy-to-handle kimono also increased (Koren, 1984; Liddell, 1989). There 
were young women who integrated the kimono into their wardrobes (Koren, 1984). 
Another example of this trend was a woman who came to wear the kimono more often 
when she came back to Japan from abroad. A further example can be found recently on the 
Internet. On her web page, a woman explained the reasons she liked the kimono : "My 
mother likes the kimono, which influenced me" ("Kimono my house", 1998). She also 
said that after she stayed abroad for two years, she came to love the kimono more than 
before. Living in foreign countries as well as the influence of her mother on her may be 
attributed to this change in attitudes toward the kimono. 
As of 1998, there were many web sites on the Internet regarding the kimono and the 
furisode. On some sites, the furisode is the focus, which may appeal to young women 
through color pictures. The furisode featured on these web sites includes the traditional 
dresses created by the kimono designers, and the furisode created by Hanae Mori, Katsura 
Yuki (Inoue, 1998), Hiroko Koshino, and Marie Claire (Sagami, 1998). On one site, the 
attitudes of young people toward the kimono are analyzed. According to the kimono 
industry, young people like wearing the kimono, but sales are declining. Lessard (1998) 
points out that the pace and lifestyle of young people might be ascribed to the decline in 
sales in the kimono. The following effort has been made to re-create the image of the 
kimono among the young: 30 
A publicity campaign has been launched in which one of the most popular young 
Japanese singers makes an appearance. Her physical looks and style (artificial 
sun tan, bleached hair, and different facial characteristics due to her mixed blood) 
are copied by young women and do not correspond to traditional Japanese beauty 
standards. (Lessard, 1998) 
Thus, the kimono and its image seem to continue changing so as to keep up with the times 
and captivate the hearts of young women as well as women as a whole. 
Symbolic Interaction 
The purpose of this study was to interpret and compare the meanings attached to the 
furisode, as a symbol as well as a social object, by Japanese college students living in 
Japan and living abroad. A symbolic interaction perspective provides a framework for 
understanding the meanings individuals attribute to objects. Symbolic interaction is the 
study of social action and social objects (McCall & Simmons, 1966). The foundation of 
symbolic interaction was laid by George Herbert Mead (1934, cited in Kaiser, 1983-84), 
and Herbert Blumer invented the term "symbolic interactionism" (Stryker, 1992). Through 
social interaction, people fit their lines of action together to make sense of situations in 
which they find themselves (Morrine & Farberman, 1981), "which Mead construes as the 
fitting together of individual lines of action in human groups via role taking" (Collins & 
Makowsky, 1998, p.174). Sociologists, such as Emile Durkheim, are interested in the 
relationship between a society and an individual and understand this relationship in "a 
deterministic manner" (Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.171). Mead views the individual as 
"neither isolated from his or her fellows nor wholly determined by any abstract system, 
such as the 'invisible hand of society" (Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.171). 
Considering a historical background, we can understand why he takes this stance. Just 
before his era, in the nineteenth century, scientists regarded "matter as being composed of 
static, solid, self-sufficient particles" (Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.171). As a result of 
the emergence of relativistic theories in natural sciences, "atoms were perceived in terms of 31 
eigen state or pattern of stability" (Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.171). Mead synthesized 
a new way of thinking with his theory: his "social thought is relational, evolutionary, and 
pragmatic" (Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.171). 
According to Mead, human communication is symbolically interactive. In applying 
this perspective to the social psychology of clothing, human communication is symbolically 
interactive through appearance and attire worn. How do humans interact meaningfully with 
one another? "What enables human beings to interact meaningfully (that is, symbolically) 
with one another in the ongoing social process is the primary mechanism of role taking" 
(Collins & Makowsky, 1998, p.174). A symbolic interactionist perspective is based on the 
ideas that "we act in terms of the meanings that objects and events have for us; that the 
meaning arises out of social interaction; those engaged in various domains of everyday life 
construct its meanings; and that meanings are transformed in the process of interaction" 
(Gubrium & Holstein, 1992, p.1578). This study investigated what the furisode means as 
a symbol. When the researcher looks at the example above which illustrates the change in 
meanings attached to the kimono by the young living in Japan, she can understand the 
change in the meanings attributed to the kimono by the following explanation from the 
symbolic interactionist perspective: "symbols are conventional: they are representative of 
something else only because people have come to agree that they shall be. It is people in 
interaction that give meaning to them, create them, change them" (Charon, 1979, p.40). 
This perspective may also apply to the meanings attached to the furisode by Japanese 
women living in Japan and living abroad. The Figure 9 illustrates the process that may lead 
to changes/differences in meanings, if they happen, given to the furisode among 
participants living abroad. Thus, as young Japanese women's interactions with society 
changes, the meanings they attribute to the kimono will change and the meanings they give 
to the furisode may also change. 32 
Social  Changes/differences  Changes/differences 
interaction  in attitudes toward or  in meanings 
in foreign  perceptions of the  attached to 
country  furisode  the furisode 
Figure 9.  The process that may lead to changes/differences in meanings attributed to the 
furisode 
Costumes of Peoples 
The purpose of this study was to interpret and compare the meanings attributed to the 
furisode, a kind of kimono, a national costume of Japan by Japanese college students living 
in Japan and living abroad. In research studies related to the history of costumes of 
peoples, the terms used by researchers are not consistent in the field of clothing and 
textiles. There are different terms to express these costumes. For example, the 
terminology includes ethnic costumes, folk costumes (Arno-Berg & Hazelius-Berg, 1975), 
and regional costumes (e.g. Weir, 1989, cited in Lynch, 1992). Researchers in Europe 
and the U.S.A., who investigated costumes in Europe and associated them with the 
agricultural society of the past, documented, recorded and preserved these valuable 
costumes. This has been done in order to pass down the costumes and histories to the next 
generation (e.g. Arno-Berg & Hazelius-Berg, 1975). On the other hand, Baizerman, 
Eisher, and Cerney (1989) proposed the term World Dress, which organizes all costumes 
of peoples which exist in the world. This variety of terms may result from the fact that the 
origins and histories of the costumes vary. 33 
Meanings attached to the costumes or descriptions of the costumes were investigated 
by using various methods. Ethnography in sociology, which is different from cultural 
anthropology, was often used to investigate the meanings. Although various definitions 
exist in sociology on ethnography, the following clarifies this perspective: 
The important point about the concept of ethnography, regardless of one's language 
and terminological preference, is that the practice places researchers in the midst of 
whatever it is they study. From this vantage, researchers can examine various 
phenomena as perceived by participants and represent these observations as 
accounts. (Berg, 1998, p.121) 
The methods employed in ethnography in sociology include "extensive fieldwork of 
various types including participant observation, formal and informal interviewing, 
document collection, filming, recording, and so on" (Maanen, 1982, p.103, cited in Berg, 
1998, p.122). In other words, researchers pay attention to a participant's perspective. In a 
study about the artistry in Kalabari dress, Daly, Eicher, and Erekosima (1995) described 
the aesthetics of the Kalabari people and Kalabari dress ensembles, which were influenced 
and shaped by geography, history, and trade with other African nations as well as Western 
nations. These authors also presented their culture related to the dress. Through 
informants, the researchers identified critical factors in unifying ensembles, such as colors 
rather than pattern or texture. 
Studies have also been conducted to understand cross-cultural differences in 
consumer decision-making behaviors in the clothing and textiles field (Chen, 1995; Hsu, 
1995; Lee & Bums, 1993). In these studies, researchers regarded culture as one of the 
important factors which will influence consumer behavior for clothing. Because few 
studies exist to examine the importance of clothing evaluative criteria in consumer decision-
making behavior in different countries, the following studies served to further understand 
clothing consumer behavior in a global market. 
Lee and Bums (1993) used college students in the U.S.A. and Korea to investigate 
the relationship between self-consciousness and clothing evaluative criteria by using a 34 
survey method. The clothing evaluative criteria included brand name, price, ease of care, 
durability of garment, comfort of garment, quality of fasteners, construction quality, fiber 
and fabric type, and garment color. The findings revealed significant relationships between 
the trait of public self-consciousness and the importance of fashion and attractiveness as 
clothing evaluative criteria for both Korean and American students. Results also indicated 
that Korean students perceived the brand name as more important when purchasing 
clothing than American students did. 
Chen (1995) and Hsu (1995) used cross-national field surveys to investigate clothing 
consumer behavior in the U.S.A. and Taiwan. Chen studied the purchase decision-making 
by parents in the U.S.A. and Taiwan for pre-school children's apparel. The researcher 
found that there were significant differences between the two sample groups, in terms of 
the importance of aesthetic and extrinsic criteria. Aesthetic criteria included "style, fiber 
content, type of fabric, uniqueness, color and fabric print of design" (Chen, 1995, p.39). 
Extrinsic criteria included "price, brand name, country of origin, children's influence, and 
advertisement" (Chen, 1995, p.39). Hsu also investigated the influence of culture on the 
importance placed on the evaluative criteria used by college students in the U.S.A. and 
Taiwan when purchasing clothing. The evaluative criteria included "comfortable to wear, 
size/fit, style, price, quality, fabric, coordination with other clothing, suitability, pleasing to 
others, color, brand name, and country of origin" (Hsu, 1995, p.52). The researcher 
found significant differences in the importance placed on five evaluative criteria, that is, 
comfortable to wear, size/fit, quality, country of origin, and suitability, between college 
students in both countries. Thus, culture can be one of the important factors in predicting 
clothing consumer behavior, particularly in a global market. 
In this study, a symbolic interactionist perspective was used to understand the 
meanings attached to the furisode by using a qualitative method, that is, interviewing. In 
this perspective, it is understood that "meaning arises out of social interaction" (Gubrium & 35 
Holstein, 1992, p.1578). Factors that will influence the formations of the meanings 
attributed to the furisode include society, situation, roles, and reference groups. These 
intertwining factors influence the formation of the meanings. 
Summary 
This study interpreted and compared the meanings attributed to the furisode today by 
Japanese college students living in Japan and living abroad. Previous studies related to the 
history of the kimono, including the kosode and the furisode, skills and techniques used in 
the production of the kimono, meanings attached to the furisode and motifs, and the current 
kimono have been reviewed and discussed. The meanings attached to the furisode and 
motifs have been passed down from generation to generation. The anecdotal evidence 
indicates that formation of the meanings attached to the kimono may be influenced by 
various factors such as society in Japan as well as society in foreign countries. As a 
theoretical framework, a symbolic interactionist perspective was employed in this study. 
This perspective takes various factors such as social context, reference group, roles, or 
situation into consideration in terms of the formation of the meanings. Further, this study 
was conducted on the proposition that as one of the factors, society or social context in one 
country as well as another may influence the formation of the meanings attached to the 
kimono, including the furisode. 36 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this study was to interpret and compare the meanings attached to the 
furisode by Japanese students living in Japan and living abroad. There are several 
approaches to research in social science, such as a positivist approach and an interpretivist 
approach. In a positivist approach, which was originally used in natural science, such as 
physics. the researchers "prefer precise quantitative data and often use experiments, 
surveys, and statistics. They seek rigorous, exact measures and 'objective' research, and 
they test hypotheses by carefully analyzing numbers from the measures" (Newman, 1997, 
p.63). An interpretative social science includes herministics and qualitative sociology. 
Qualitative methods are "ways of studying the qualities of everyday life, from life's actions 
and narratives to its signs, circumstances, and sense of reality" (Plumer, 1983, cited in 
Gubrium & Holstein, 1992. p.1577). The focus of qualitative research is to interpret 
subjective meanings, definitions, symbols, and descriptions of specific cases, which is 
difficult for a researcher to express with numbers (Newman, 1997). Furthermore, in 
qualitative research, much attention is paid to the context in which the behavior occurs. 
The researcher of this study pays attention to the context that may influence the formation 
of the meanings. Hence, qualitative research methods were useful for this study. 
Participants 
Since this study serves to explore the meanings attributed to the furisode by Japanese 
college students. Japanese college students living in Japan and Japanese college students 
living in the U.S.A. were sought out for in-depth interviews. A convenient, purposive 
sample was drawn from Japanese college students in a university in the east of Japan and 37 
Japanese college students studying in a state university in the western U.S.A. Permission 
to interview fourteen Japanese college students was proposed to the university's 
institutional review board. 
To obtain participants living in Japan, the researcher contacted a former professor in 
Japan, and individuals were recruited through this professor in Japan. The dates of the 
interviews were set according to the schedule of students. To secure participants living in 
the U.S.A., the researcher used a snowball sampling. Seven female Japanese college 
students studying in a state university were identified. The participants lived in the U.S.A. 
for more than nine months. Fourteen participants, consisting of seven female Japanese 
college students living in Japan and seven female Japanese college students living 
in the U.S.A., were interviewed. These interviews were conducted in October through 
December 1998. 
Data Collection 
In-depth interviews were conducted with Japanese college students living in Japan 
and living abroad. The interviews were conducted in classrooms on campuses in both 
Japan and the U.S.A. At the beginning of the interview, each participant was given an 
informed consent form, briefly explaining the subject matter under investigation and her 
rights as a participant (see Appendix A). The informed consent form for the Japanese 
students living in Japan was translated into Japanese. Back translation of the form was 
performed to assure equivalency in the meanings of the two forms. Participants were also 
told at the beginning of the interview that the findings for this study would be reported in a 
way in which anonymity would be protected. The participants were asked to sign the 
informed consent form before interviews occurred. Each interview lasted about one hour. 
All interviews were audio-taped. The researcher used a partially structured interview 
schedule with open-ended questions. The interview schedule included basic questions. 
each with accompanying questions that facilitated the interview (see Appendix B. The 38 
schedule also included demographic characteristic questions (see Appendices C & D). 
Interviews with participants were conducted in Japanese. The questions were created in 
English and then translated into Japanese. The Japanese version was back translated and 
compared to the original English version to assure equivalency in meanings between the 
two questionnaires. 
Data Interpretation 
From the audio tapes of the interviews, the dialogue was transcribed verbatim. The 
researcher used The Qualitative Data Analysis Sourcebook (Miles & Huberman, 1994) as a 
guide for interpreting the data. Miles and Huberman (1994) emphasize early analysis and 
coding as the interview proceeds. 
In this study, content analysis was used to identify emergent themes from the 
transcription of interviews with fourteen Japanese students living in Japan and in the 
U.S.A. Content analysis is defined as "a technique for examining information, or content, 
in written or symbolic material" (Newman, 1997, p.31). According to Miles and 
Huberman (1994), data analysis consists of "three concurrent flows of activity: data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification" (p.10). In addition, these 
processes are a "continuous iterative enterprise" (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.12). In the 
data reduction process, the data from the transcription were simplified and transformed 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). This process started when the researcher made a list of codes 
derived from the conceptual framework and research objectives prior to the interview in this 
study (Miles & Huberman, 1994). While the researcher collected the data, data reduction 
including coding and teasing out themes occurred (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
In qualitative research, a researcher focuses on a few cases but collects a large amount 
of information. To analyze efficiently, data display tools such as matrices helped the 
researcher "assemble organized information into an immediately accessible, compact form" 
(Miles & Huberman. 1994. p.1 1). Regarding the conclusion drawing and verification 39 
process, "'final' conclusions may not appear until data collection is over" (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994, p.11). How do researchers verify their analysis or ensure validity? In 
this study, the researcher went back to the transcription of the interviews before the 
analysis of the next interview transcription to check the content again and consulted with 
each respondent during and at the end of the interview in order to confirm their discourses. 
Emergent themes associated with the three objectives of the study are reported. 40 
CHAPTER IV
 
FINDINGS 
The purpose of this study was to interpret and compare the meanings attributed to the 
furisode by selected Japanese college students living in Japan and Japanese college students 
living abroad. In this chapter, the participants' voices are presented. Because the 
meanings attached to a social object vary from person to person, there exist many meanings 
attributed to the furisode. These meanings can represent symbols. Because literature on 
the meanings of the furisode of today is rare, face-to-face interviews were conducted in this 
exploratory study to further understand the meanings attributed to the furisode by female 
Japanese college students. The researcher expected to find meanings or themes consistent 
with the literature review; however, the depth of the interviews also brought out meanings 
more associated with each participant's own experience and feelings. The general themes 
that emerged from transcriptions include formality or formal wear, age or youth, entrance 
into adulthood, marital status, and others. Subcategories of themes also emerged. 
Meanings given to the furisode which were shared by female Japanese college students 
living in Japan and by female Japanese college students living in the U.S.A. will also be 
presented. Sources of information for participants regarding the furisode will then be 
described. 
Characteristics of the participants living in Japan and living abroad are presented in 
Tables 1 and 2. Participants living in Japan were twenty-two years old, and their majors 
were Science and five of the participants in Japan had one sister, whereas one participant 
had both a brother and a sister. One participant did not have siblings. The length of travel 
in foreign countries by participants in Japan ranged from about 10 days up to about 90 
days. 41 
Table 1. 
Characteristics of Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
Participants  Age  Siblings: 
Male-Female 
A  22  0-1
 
B  22  0-1
 
C  22  0-1
 
D  22  1-1
 
E  22  0-0
 
F  22  0-1
 
G  22  0-1
 
Note.  All the participants from A to G wore the fitrisocle. All participants major in 
Science. 
On the other hand, the ages of participants living in the U.S.A. ranged from 23 to 25,
 
including a participant of 25+ years old. Their majors included Business. Home
 
Economics and Education. Liberal Arts. and Post Baccalaureate Studies. Five of the
 
participants had one brother. whereas one participant had both a brother and a sister. One
 
participant had two sisters. The length of the stay of participants in the U.S.A. varied from
 
nine months to three years. One participant did not wear the fiirisode, but the other formal
 
style of the kimono, iromnji, or tsukesage, or visiting kimono.
 42 
Table 2. 
Characteristics of Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
Participants  Age  Major field  Siblings: 
Male-Female 
H  23  Liberal Arts  0-2
 
I  23  Post Baccalaureate  1-0
 
J  25  Post Baccalaureate  1-0
 
K  23  Business  1-0
 
L  25  Home Economics and Education  1-1
 
M  25  Post Baccalaureate  1-0
 
N  25+  Post Baccalaureate  1-0
 
Note. + in the age section means that the exact age is unknown. Participant N did not 
wear the furisode but the other formal style of the kimono, iromuji, tsukesage, or visiting 
kimono. 
Emergent themes 
Formality or Formal Wear 
The literature review indicates that the fitrisode is a formal style of the kimono for a 
young, unmarried Japanese woman. Consistent with the symbolic meaning of the furisode 
in the literature review, interviews with the seven students of each group revealed that the 
fin-isocie is regarded as a formal dress. Formal wear is defined by participants as a style 
of the kimono which is worn on occasions such as a ceremony or other special occasions. 43 
Participants regarded the litri.vode as a formal dress or a style of the kimono. Because 
participants thought of the litris ode as formal wear, there were few opportunities to wear 
the furisode. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
The furisode is worn on formal occasions."
 
"Well, the furisode is regarded as formal wear."
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode is worn on formal occasions." 
-The furisode is worn on formal occasions, such as the Coming-of-Age Day and a 
wedding. reception." 
"I am not so sure of occasions in which the furisode is appropriate to wear. When 
my mother says this is an appropriate occasion to wear the fttrisode, then I would 
like to wear the kimono. If I have such occasions, I would like to wear the furisode 
as much as possible ... I do not want to wear the furisode on not a formal 
occasion." 
Occasions in which participants wore the jitrisode are shown in Table 3. Events in 
which participants in Japan wore the furisode include the Coming -of -Age Day, the New 
Year's Day, occasions in which participants had a picture taken, and a wedding ceremony. 
Occasions in which participants living abroad wore the furisode include the Coming -of -Age 
Day. escorting a bride, the graduation. Hatsugatna, the New Year's Day. occasions in 
which participants had photos taken. a wedding ceremony, and Yakubarai. Only 
participants in the U.S.A. wore the jitrisode to escort a bride, on the graduation Day, on 
Hatsugatna. and on Yakubarai. The reasons for differences in occasions between the two 44 
Table 3. 
Occasions in which Participants Wore the Furisode 
Occasions in which participants in Japan  Occasions in which participants in The 
wore the furisode  U.S.A. wore the furisode 
Coming-of-Age Day (N = 4)  Coming-of-Age Day (N =4)
 
New Year's Day (N = 1)  To escort a bride ( N = 1)
 
Photos taken at a studio (N = 6)  Graduation (N = 3)
 
A wedding ceremony (N = 2)  Hatsugama (N = 1)
 
New Year's Day (N = 2) 
Photos taken at a studio (N = 2) 
A wedding ceremony (N = 2) 
Yakubarai (N = 1) 
Note. Hatsugama is defined as the first tea ceremony of the year. Yakubarai is performed 
in an age which is traditionally seen as unlucky. These ages for men are 25 and 42, 
whereas these ages for women are 19 and 33. In order to prevent bad luck, girls go to 
shrines at the age of 19, wearing the fitrisode, according to a participant. N represents the 
number of participants wearing on a particular occasion. 
groups are as follows: some participants in the U.S.A. came here after graduating from 
universities in Japan: a participant in the U.S.A. practiced the tea ceremony and joined 
Hatsugama. the first tea ceremony of the year. Occasions such as Yakubarai and escorting 
a bride may be associated with customs of particular regions in Japan. Participants in the 
U.S.A. come from various regions of the country. Table 4 presents some descriptions 
about characteristics of the participants' fitrisodes. including motifs and techniques used. 
Figures 10 through 15 present details of the design motifs of these fitrisodes based on 45 
Table 4.
 
Characteristics of the Participants' Furisodes
 
Participants  Motifs  Meanings  Techniques used 
of motifs  in the furisode 
A  Peonies  Auspicious 
B  Flower roundel  yuzen 
C  Wisteria  Auspicious  tsujigahana 
D  Cherry blossoms,  Auspicious 
Fan  Prosperity 
E  Flowers  <Auspicious> 
F  Cherry  <Traditional> 
blossoms,  Auspicious 
Butterfly, stream, 
Fan  Prosperity 
G  Cherry blossom,  <Traditional>  vuzen, 
Maple, Stylized­ Tie-dyeing, 
tortoise-shell  Auspicious  Embroidery 
H  Butterfly,  <Traditional>  Tie-dyeing 
Wind, 
Water, Leafs, 
Flowers 
(table continues) 46 
Table 4. (continued) 
Participants  Motifs	  Meanings  Techniques used 
of motifs  in the furisode 
I	  Chrysanthemum  <Seasonal flowers>  Embroidery 
J	  Flower roundel  <Seasonal flowers> 
K	  Leafs, Flowers  <Seasonal flowers> 
L	  Flowers  <Seasonal flowers> 
M	  Cherry blossom  Auspicious  bingata 
Birds, 
House (Landscape) 
Note.  Descriptions of techniques used were based on the words of the participants and 
photos if available.  represents no answers from a participant. One participant in the 
U.S.A. did not wear the furisode but the formal style of the kimono, iromuji, tsukesage, or 
visiting kimono. < > represents participants' own answers, whereas the researcher 
included other meanings from the literature. One participant mentioned that the motifs of 
the furisode represent the season when the furisode is appropriate to wear. 
photos available to the researcher. Table 5 shows the colors of the jiff/sock and Iran enis. 
In this table. the researcher presented a main color of the jitrisode of a participant. One 
participant mentioned that whenever she tried to describe colors of the kimono, she 
compared them with the natural environment, such as the colors of maple leaves, and 
cherry blossoms. Table 6 identified the kimono accessories, hairstyles and the shape of the 
obi sash. 47 
Figure 10. The motifs of the furisode of participant A. 
Figure 11. The motifs of the furisode of participant C. 
Figure 12. The motifs of the furisode of participant D. 48 
Figure 13. The motifs of the furisode of participant F. 
Figure 14. The motifs of the furisode of participant G. 
Figure 15. The motifs of the furisode of participant M. 49 
Table 5.
 
Characteristics of Colors of the Participants' Furisodes
 
Participants  Meanings  Main color  Colors of 
the han eri 
A  Gold  Pink 
B  Popular among the young  Reddish-orange  White 
C  Youthfully stylish  Purple  Green 
D  Popular among the young  Pastel-color  Red 
E  Youthfully stylish  Pink  Yellowish 
green 
F  Rare for the furisode  Green  Reddish 
orange 
G  Auspicious  Reddish- orange  Yellowish 
green 
H  Rare for the furisode  Black  Ivory 
I  Red  Green 
J  Youthfully stylish  Red  White 
K  Rare for the furisode  Black  Reddish 
orange 
L  Deep blue  Orange 
M  A popular color  Reddish orange  White 
for bingata 
(table continues) 50 
Table 5. (continued) 
Note.  Meanings of colors and descriptions of colors of the furisode and han eri were 
based on the words of the participants. Photos, if available, were used to verify colors. 
One participant in the U.S.A. did not wear the furisode but the formal style of the kimono, 
iromuji, tsukesage, or visiting kimono. 
A Dress or Kimono that is Rarely Worn 
in Everyday Life 
In a sense, this theme is related to formal wear. There are a limited number of 
occasions in which young women wear the furisode. These occasions include the Coming.­
of-Age Day, a wedding ceremony, or a reception. One participant said that she did not 
necessarily wear the furisode even once a year. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"There are not many occasions in which the furisode is worn."
 
"In my daily life, there are few occasions when the furisode is worn."
 
"There are few occasions or opportunities to wear the furisode."
 
"Regrettably, there is little opportunity to wear the furisode."
 
"I am not sure whether I will have an opportunity to wear the furisode in the
 
future."
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"I do not think I have to own the furisode. There are not many opportunities to 
wear it." 
"Because I realized that there were a limited number of occasions in which I could 
wear the furisode. once I wear the furi.sode, I want to wear it as long as I can in a 
day." >1
 
Table 6.
 
Kimono Accessories Participants Had on an Occasion when a Photo was Taken
 
Participants Western-style purse  Hairstyle  Shawl or fur  A shape of the obi 
sash 
A  The hair swept up  * 
B  With strap  The hair swept up  Shawl  Butterfly-like 
C  With strap  The hair swept up  Fur  A ribbon like 
D  With strap  The hair swept up  * 
E  The hair swept up  Butterfly-like 
F  With strap  Her own style  Fur  * 
G  The hair swept up  * 
H  Chinon  Fur  * 
I  With strap  The hair swept up  * 
J  Bob hair  * 
K  With strap  The hair swept up  Shawl  * 
L  With strap  The hair swept up  * 
M  With strap  Straight hair with ribbon 
Note.  * represents no answers from a participant.  represents that a participant 
did not use the item. Some participants wore fur or shawl to avoid winter cold. One 
participant in the U.S.A. did not wear the furisode but the formal style of the kimono, 
iromuji, tsukesage. or visiting. kimono. 52 
Age or Youth 
From the transcriptions, there also emerged a theme of the furisode symbolizing 
youth. The following are excerpts of conversations in which participants recognized that 
the furisode is worn during their twenties if they are not married. Consequently, they feel 
there are not many opportunities to wear this style of the kimono, that is, the furisode. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"Well, the furisode is worn by a young woman."
 
"The image of the furisode is that of a young unmarried woman in her twenties
 
wearing, it."
 
"The young women wear the furisode."
 
"The Jitrisocle is worn by a young woman whose age is about from late teens to
 
early twenties."
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"Wearing, the furisode is a privilege to young Japanese women because it is not 
worn after marriage." 
"The furisode is worn during a limited period of time. It is recently said that the 
furisode can be worn regardless of age. However, it may be appropriate to wear 
the furisode during early adulthood." 
"The furisode is worn by a young Japanese woman. When I attended a wedding 
reception at the age of 23, I felt that the furisode was a style of the kimono worn by 
a woman who was younger than I." 53 
Marital Status 
The theme of marital status is common regarding the furisode. Generally, the 
furisode is considered worn during a woman's early adulthood, before her marriage. One 
participant indicated the period in which the furisode is worn by using a contrasting words: 
"I wish I could wear the furisode after the marriage." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"According to customs, people usually wore the furisode until they were married in
 
the past."
 
"There are not many occasions in which the furisode is worn before marriage."
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode is not worn after marriage."
 
"The furisode is not worn after marriage. It seems to me that the furisode is
 
childish because adult women do not wear it."
 
Entrance into Adulthood 
Coming-of-Age Day is a national holiday in which people celebrate the entrance into 
adulthood of young people who have reached the age of twenty years old in the year up to 
and including this day. In Japan, this age is seen as the time at which young people attain 
the responsibility and status of adulthood, and they are now allowed to smoke, drink and 
vote. Coming -of -Age Day was established as a national holiday in 1948. It is a rite of 
passage. which was also held in the past. although the age differed a little from region to 
region, era to era. and by sex. The rite to mark one's attainment of adulthood was held for 54 
boys and girls in the past. On this day. the young are dressed in their best. Young men 
wear Western style suits or traditional Japanese costumes, whereas young women wear 
Western suits or the furisode to attend the ceremony. 
To participants, the Coming-of-Age ceremony is special. They associated the 
Coming-of-Age Day not only with the furisode but also with a reunion of friends from 
grade school and junior high school. Participants note that they were very glad to see old 
friends because when students went to high school, they chose schools which were in 
various locations. Consequently, they could not see each other as often after high school. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"The firrisode made me feel more like I had grown up to be an adult than I 
expected, which reminded me of my life of childhood and adolescence." 
"My parents gave the furisode to me in honor of reaching adulthood, that is, twenty 
years old." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode symbolizes entrance into adulthood."
 
"The furisode is a style of the kimono I wore when I attended the Coming -of -Age
 
ceremony. I wore the furisode for the first time when I reached twenty years old."
 
National Costume of Japan 
A national costume is defined as a formal dress of the people. in this case, of younc, 
Japanese women. In addition. the furisode, a style of the kimono, is known and 55 
recognized as a Japanese costume by travelers to Japan and people living abroad.  It is 
worn on occasions. such as Olympic Games medal award ceremonies, where participants 
wear their own national costumes. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
One participant, referring to the kimono, including the furisode, stated "The 
kimono is a traditional costume of Japan. It has been worn long, ago. The 
kimono represents the Japanese culture. It is a national costume of Japan." 
Another participant related the possibility that she would wear the kimono in the 
future, and stated, "I like costumes of other countries very much. Therefore, if I 
travel abroad, I look for shops and go where I will able to wear the costume of that 
country and have a photo taken. The kimono is a kind of the costume of the 
country, that is, Japan. That's why I would like to wear the kimono." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode is a traditional national costume.... It is the representative of 
Japanese traditional and formal costume." 
Culture and Tradition 
This theme has two subcategories: One sub-theme is that the jUrisode symbolizes a 
Japanese traditional costume or kimono, and the other sub-theme is that the furisode 
represents Japanese culture and tradition. Because the furisode symbolizes Japanese 
culture and tradition. it is associated with them and worn on auspicious occasions and 
cultural events. Cultural events refer to those specifically related to Japanese culture. such 
as the Coming-of-Age Day. Hatsugania, that is. the first tea ceremony of the year. and the 56 
New Year's Day. In this section, auspicious occasions or cultural events, such as 
Hatsugama, that only one participant referred to, are also included because some of them 
illustrate how the furisode is related to Japanese culture and tradition. 
Traditional Costume 
Participants perceived the furisode as a costume worn by past generations and 
regarded the kimono, including the fitrisode, as a mode of dress not worn today. One 
participant living in Japan and two participants living in the U.S.A. shared this theme. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan. 
"I associate the furisode, a kind of the kimono, with something traditional. 
Because I often visited Kyoto before, I came across many old temples and 
something old or antique there. A milk° girl, wearing the kimono, fits this 
atmosphere. These images make me think that the kimono is traditional. In 
addition, when I watch a period film on TV, they always wear the kimono, which 
reminds me of the past." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode is a traditional costume or the kimono. .  .  .  The furisode itself is the 
tradition of Japan." 
"I have an image or feeling that wearing the kimono or furisode provides me with 
an opportunity in which I can experience the traditional life of Japan, which is 
different from everyday life.  I appreciate this opportunity which is unique to me." 57 
A Costume that Represents Japanese Culture

and Tradition
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan. 
Referring to the difficulty in putting on the furisode by herself, one participant 
stated, "I feel proud that the kimono and others exist as the tradition and culture of 
Japan  .  .  .  However, the fitrisode, formal wear of a young Japanese woman, 
which is worn on ceremonial occasions, is not easy to put on without the help of 
others. It is not worn in everyday life.  It is better to have something to wear and to 
be familiar with in everyday life. As for me, I can put on the yukata and happi coat, 
other Japanese clothing related to culture, without any help of others." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode has meanings related to tradition. These meanings attached to the 
furisode include the costume worn on the Coming-of-Age Day, age or youth, a 
young unmarried woman, and what not. As an individual, I would like to keep 
this tradition, or what the furisode means." 
"I wore the furisode of my aunt's to attend Hatsugama, the first tea ceremony of the 
year. around the middle of January. The hostess of the tea ceremony invited her 
students at the beginning of the year. She and her students had tea ceremony dishes 
and drank pasty green tea." 
A Dress or Kimono that Represents

Conformity to Other Girls
 
This theme may be related to the Coming-of-Age Day. Some participants pointed out 
that most women wore the furisode to attend the Coming-of-Age ceremony. One 58 
participant commented that she felt as if she were required to wear the fitrisode on this 
occasion. These participants observed that they wore the furisode because they wished to 
conform to other girls, which may be important to them. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I guess that because other girls wear the furisode, I wear it too." 
"Because I had a negative image that the kimono makes me uncomfortable and so 
on, I did not plan to wear the kimono and did not pay attention to it at all. 
However, partly because my friends wore the furisode, I wore the furisode on the 
Coming-of-Age Day." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"Girls conform to others by wearing the furisode on the Coming-of-Age Day." 
A Costume Representing Ideal Cultural

Images of a Wearer
 
Another theme that emerged from interviews was images of young women wearing 
the fitrisode. Some of the ideal images of young women include being "innocent. reserved 
and cheerful" (Dalby, 1993, p.195). It is important to note that as one participant 
mentioned, the furisode itself let her behave herself and be reserved, and she felt she 
became feminine in terms of body movement, comparing this with other activities in her 
everyday life. For example, she said that she moved her arms very smoothly so that the 
movement kept the furisode in place and order. This theme is partly related to the theme 
presented below, a dress that restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, creating 
traditional ideal cultural images of femininity, youthfulness, or being pretty, in full bloom, 
and so on. 59 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"Well, I like this jUriode very much. It is pretty.  I wanted to wear the furisode 
which is pretty and youthfully stylish, because it is worn on the Coming-of-Age 
Day." 
"It was not until I wore the furisode that I realized that the furisode made me feel 
feminine. The movement and behavior have become feminine when I wore the 
fiirisode." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"I feel a little more feminine than usual when wearing the furisode."
 
"My favorite colors are not bright colors, such as red and pink. I like subdued
 
colors, whereas my mother wanted me to wear the furisode which is youthful and
 
pretty, particularly, on the Coming-of-Age Day."
 
Feelings and Moods of a Wearer 
The themes that came from feelings, impressions, and moods of an individual wearer 
were shared by participants. These themes are classified by subcategory. The meanings 
include a dress that enhances the spiritual and mental state of mind of a wearer, and a dress 
that makes a wearer happy, pleased, and excited. 
A Dress or Kimono that Enhances the Spiritual and Mental
State of Mind of a Wearer 
This theme was shared by two college students in Japan and two college students in 
the U.S.A. Transcriptions of participants' answers agreed that the jitrisode enhanced the 
mental and spiritual state of mind of a wearer. One participant distinguished the kimono 60 
from the furisode, commenting that the kimono with shorter sleeves enhanced the mental 
state of mind of a wearer; however, she was not sure whether this applied to the furisode. 
The researcher excludes this participant from this theme by focusing the theme on the 
furisode. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan. 
"When I wear the furisode, it affects my moods. The furisode enhances my 
spiritual or mental state of mind and gives me confidence." 
"I felt good when I wore the furisode. At first, I did not expect to feel good due 
to the lack of functionality and so on of the kimono. Once I wore the furisode, it 
made me feel good and happy. I do not wear a dress if I do not feel good nor am 
stressed with it." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
When I wear the fitrisode, I pay attention to my posture. The furisode forces me 
to have my back straight. This posture as well as this formal costume enhances my 
mental or psychological state of mind." 
"I do not feel discomfort because I am accustomed to wearing the jitrisode. The 
ficrisocle affects feelings of a wearer or psychological state of mind, which is an 
advantage. Therefore. I would like to wear it sometimes. .. . In other words. the 
fierisode makes me have a beautiful posture, which enhances my mental and 
spiritual state of mind." 6 I 
A Dress that Makes a Wearer Feel 
Pleased, or Happy 
Some participants feel pleased or happy because they like the furisode very much. 
This theme was shared by participants in Japan and in the U.S.A. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"Because everyone looked at me, I felt I became prettier than usual, which made
 
me happy."
 
"I would like to show it to others because this is my favorite kimono."
 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode makes me feel very exited because the furisode is worn on special 
occasions, not in everyday life." 
Feelings or Moods of Perceivers 
Participants said that the furisode makes parents, grandparents, and others happy. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"My grandparents were looking forward to seeing a grandchild, me, wear the 
furisode.  I went to them to show my photo to them. It seems to me that they felt 
pleased and happy to look at the picture on which I wore the furisode." Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"My parents felt pleased to see me in the fitrisode. My grandparents were also 
pleased to see me ... My grandmother praised my mother for choosing a 
fitrisode for her granddaughter which is becoming to her." 
"The close friends of my parents wanted to see me in the fitrisode on the Coming­
of-Age Day. They really wanted to see me but could not come during the daytime 
for their business, so I waited for them until at night with the fitrisode on.  It 
seems to me that they felt pleased when they saw me in the fitrisode." 
Valuable Experience 
This theme was shared by participants living in Japan. They regarded wearing 
the jitrisode as a valuable experience for different reasons. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"Wearing the fitrisock is a valuable experience because it is not worn until I am 
twenty years old." 
"I think wearing. the fitrisode is a valuable experience to me. I am taller than 
other girls. Mother said that it was difficult to find the fitrisode which fits my 
height." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
This theme did not emerge from the conversations with participants. 63 
A Dress or Kimono which is Valuable
 
This theme emerged from interviews with all the participants in response to the 
questions asked, which was the basis of this particular theme. In addition, in some 
regions, young women were discouraged from wearing the furisode on the Coming-of-Age 
ceremony held by a municipal or regional government because of the cost of the furisode. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I often wear the kimono during a part-time job. This kimono is ordinary, 
standard, and not of good quality. I hold high esteem for the furisode because it 
is valuable and of good quality." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode is valuable. Renting the furisode is not necessarily inexpensive.
 
Therefore, some people think it better to own the furisode."
 
"The furisode costs much and in comparison with other kimonos and the yukata,
 
there are not many opportunities to wear it.  It may not be cost-efficient. However,
 
the tradition can not be measured by this scale."
 
A Dress or Kimono Seen as an Heirloom 
One participant of each group perceived the furisode as an heirloom. Conversations 
included the desire for the furisode to pass down to their children, how long they will be 
able to wear the furisode by transforming it, and how they will appreciate it in various 
ways. 64 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I would like to continue to be involved with this furisode. Because the kimono 
is longer than a person's height and worn, tucked or overbloused at the waist, 
others, such as my children, can wear it. The furisode is the dress that is passed 
down from a mother to a daughter. The furisode is as valuable to me as a present 
of diamond ring given from a grandmother in a Western country." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"The furisode will last my life. Everyone can wear the furisode after the 
marriage by transforming it, that is, shortening the long sleeves. Of the part of 
the sleeves of the furisode, I can make various things, such as a purse and a hair 
ornament." 
A Dress or Kimono that Represents Individuality
or Personality of a Wearer 
This theme was shared only by two participants living in Japan. Both shared their 
fiirisodes with their elder sisters. A participant who is interested in kimonos provided 
insights into how the furisode she wore looked different with different obi sashes and other 
accessories from the same furisode her elder sister wore. It is important to note that this is 
the case for other kimonos. This participant also related that adult women also enjoyed 
wearing the kimono by coordinating it with various types of obi sashes. 65 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I thought green, the main color of the furisode of my sister, was rare, and I could 
express my taste and individuality with this color. ... Regarding the hairstyle, I 
considered the hairstyle by myself and asked a hairdresser to have my hair as I want 
to." 
"All the kimonos have the same shape. You can express your individuality or 
personality by the design pattern on the kimono and the kimono accessories, such 
as obi-jime." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
This theme did not emerge from the conversations with the participants. 
A Dress or Kimono that Restricts the Movement 
or Activity of a Wearer 
People in general in Japan have not worn the kimono recently, and/or the kimono is 
only worn on ceremonial or special occasions. The furisode, a young woman's formal 
kimono, is worn only on formal, special, or auspicious occasions. In everyday life, almost 
all Japanese wear Western dress. One participant indicated that she was not used to 
wearing the furisode or the kimono because she wears Western clothing, such as jeans. 
every day for school. On the other hand, some participants felt that they had to pay 
attention to their movements so that the furisode was in place while they wore it.  In The 
Book of Kimono. Yamanaka (1982) explained clearly the appropriate posture and 
movement when a person wears the kimono: 66 
Posture is of great importance. It should be natural, with the back straight, the 
chin pulled in slightly and the shoulders relaxed. Sudden or large movements 
should be avoided..  .  . The movement of the sleeves should be controlled, so 
that they neither drag nor swing wildly. And when walking, large hurried steps 
will ruin the front folds of the kimono. (p.I26) 
The attention or care to the furisode by participants may restrict their movements. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"Around the Coming-of-Age Day, I wore the furisode for the first time to have a 
picture taken at a photo studio.... It was hard to walk when I wore the 
fitrisode." 
"I found it difficult to move or act with the furisode on; in other words, it was 
hard to walk and sit down." 
"It is hard to move. It is partly because I am not accustomed to wearing the 
kimono. It is indeed difficult to move. I guess the long sleeves of the furisode in 
comparison with the short sleeves of the tomesode, which is a married woman's 
formal kimono, limit the movements." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"I felt uncomfortable when wearing the furisode, with the long sleeves, 
because I acted like a doll. An adult woman with the tomesode, formal wear, has 
a more natural movement because the sleeves are short ... In addition, because I 
was not used to the fitrisode, I walked very slowly." 
"It is difficult to walk when I wear the furisode." 
Telling the researcher about what she talked about with friends, she stated. "The 
way the staff at a beauty salon helped me to put on the furisode made it easy to 67 
walk and made me feel comfortable. However, this may not be the case for 
everyone. Some people said that it was difficult to walk with the furisode, 
particularly on stairs." 
A Dress or Kimono that Takes Time and
 
Labor in Preparing for Wear
 
The theme of a dress that takes time and labor also emerged and was shared by 
participants. There may be some logical reasons for this response. The furisode makes 
them feel this way because they can not wear it without the help of others. In contrast, they 
indicated that many adult women dress in the kimono, such as a formal kimono and others, 
by themselves. Second, they said that the creation of the elaborate shape of the obi sash 
often requires more than one person. However, one participant who often wears the 
kimono during her part time job did not mention this theme. This response may depend on 
whether a participant puts on the kimono without the help of others or not and how often 
she wears the kimono. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"It takes time for a person to help me to put on the furisode. Therefore, it took 
time and labor." 
"I wanted to wear the furisode at my graduation ceremony. but I do not think I am 
going to wear the fitrisode then because I realize that it takes time to wear the 
furisode and to do the hairstyle." 68 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
"I was glad that I had an opportunity to wear the furisode. However, I also felt it
 
took time to wear the fitrisode."
 
"It takes a few days to prepare the furisode for special occasions, such as the
 
Coming-of-Age Day, a wedding reception, and a match making.
 
A Dress or Kimono with Increased Costs for
 
Preservation and Maintenance
 
Although participants themselves did not take care of the furisode, they knew about 
preservation and maintenance through their mothers or grandmothers. This theme emerged 
from participants who wore their grandmother's furisode around the Coming-of-Age Day 
as well as a participant who wore a new furisode. This theme was shared by participants 
living in Japan. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I should have not bought the furisode. I bought the furisode because I like the 
kimono; however, there are not many opportunities to wear, and it costs much for 
maintenance." 
"It might be better not to buy but rent the furisode. One of the reasons for 
this is the cost of preservation and maintenance of the furisode." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
This theme did not emerge from the conversations with participants. 69 
A Dress or Kimono Seen as a Memento 
This theme also emerged from participants living in Japan. They pointed out that they 
had photos taken at the age of twenty as a memento. Even though one participant was not 
particularly interested in wearing the furisode, her mother and friends encouraged her to 
take a photo as a memento of being twenty years old. 
Female Japanese College Students Living in Japan 
"I wanted to have photos taken as a memento. Because the furisode is worn only 
on special occasions, the furisode seems to me to be special. .  .  .  Since my 
childhood, when I wore the kimono, I had photos taken as a memento on such 
special occasions as the New Year's Day." 
"Because there are not many opportunities to wear the furisode, I wanted to wear 
it on those occasions, such as the Coming-of-Age Day. I would like to regard it 
as a memento." 
"The furisode reminds me of my happy memories and experience." 
Female Japanese College Students Living in the U.S.A. 
This theme did not emerge from the conversations with participants. 
Sources of Information on the Furisode 
Participants have received information regarding the fitrisode through a mother, a 
grandmother, and the mass media, that is, TV, magazines, and books. These sources of 
information were the same among the two groups. Participants said that they did not talk 
about the furisode in detail with their friends. They received information regarding the 70 
furisode as a custom, or they took meanings associated with this cultural symbol for 
granted. Participants indicated that the amount of information regarding the furisode 
increased just before the Coming-of-Age Day when young women wear the furisode for 
the first time. After this ceremony, they did not have an opportunity to gain more 
knowledge about the furisode. The information sources regarding the furisode among 
college students living in Japan were a mother, a grandmother, the mass media, namely, 
TV, magazines, and books, leaflets to promote the sale of the furisode, staff at beauty 
salons who had a participant put on the furisode, clerks at kimono shops, friends at school, 
a friend outside the school, and neighbors. The information sources related to the furisode 
for college students living abroad were the same. They were a mother, a grandmother, the 
mass media, namely, TV, magazines and books, leaflets to promote the sale of the 
furisode, staff at a beauty salon who had a participant put on the furisode, clerks at kimono 
shops, close friends living in Japan, friends outside the university in Japan and neighbors. 
The topics that participants shared with their friends regarding the furisode concentrated on 
when the furisode is worn, and whether they were going to wear the furisode on the 
Coming-of-Age Day. 
Summary 
This study investigated the meanings attached to the furisode by female Japanese 
college students living in Japan and living abroad. Participants living in Japan were twenty 
two years old and most of them had a sister. Participants living abroad, ranged in age from 
23 to 25, including 25+, and most of them had a brother. As a summary, the researcher 
presents the findings according to three objectives of this study. 7I
 
Objective 1 
One of the objectives of this study was to interpret the meanings attached to the 
furisode as a symbol by Japanese college students living in Japan and living in the U.S.A. 
The meanings attached to the furisode by participants living in Japan include formality, or 
formal wear, a dress or kimono that is rarely worn in everyday life, age or youth, marital 
status, entrance into adulthood, national costume of Japan, a traditional costume, a costume 
that represents Japanese culture and tradition, a dress or kimono that represents conformity 
to other girls, a costume representing ideal cultural images of a wearer, a dress or kimono 
that enhances the spiritual and mental state of mind of a wearer, a dress that makes a wearer 
feel pleased or happy, a dress or kimono that is associated with the feelings or moods of 
perceivers, a dress or kimono that represents valuable experience, a dress or kimono which 
is valuable, a dress or kimono seen as an heirloom, a dress that represents individuality or 
personality of a wearer, a dress that restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, a dress 
or kimono that takes time and labor in preparing for wear, a dress or kimono with increased 
costs for preservation and maintenance, or a dress or kimono seen as a memento. 
The meanings attached to the furisode by participants living abroad include formality, 
or formal wear, a dress or kimono that is rarely worn in everyday life, age or youth, marital 
status, entrance into adulthood, national costume of Japan, a traditional costume, a costume 
that represents Japanese culture and tradition, a dress that represents conformity to other 
girls, a costume representing. ideal cultural images of a wearer, a dress or kimono that 
enhances the spiritual and mental state of mind of a wearer, a dress that makes a wearer feel 
pleased or happy, a dress or kimono that is associated with the feelings or moods of 
perceivers, a dress or kimono which is valuable, a dress or kimono seen as an heirloom, a 
dress that restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, or a dress or kimono that takes 
time and labor in preparing for wear. 72 
Objective 2 
Another objective of this study was to compare the meanings attached to the furisode 
by participants living in Japan and living abroad. Most meanings were shared by both 
groups. Four meanings were only shared by participants living in Japan. These four 
meanings were a dress or kimono that represents a valuable experience, a dress or kimono 
that represents individuality or personality of a wearer, a dress or kimono with increased 
costs for preservation and maintenance, and a dress or kimono seen as a memento. 
Objective 3 
The other objective of this study was to investigate what and who were the original 
and are the current sources of information about the furisode for participants living in Japan 
and living in the U.S.A. The original sources of information on the furisode were the same 
for participants in both countries. The original sources of the information on the furisode 
for participants living in Japan were a mother, a grandmother, the mass media, that is, TV, 
magazines, and books, staff at beauty salons, clerks at kimono shops, leaflets to promote 
the sale of the furisode, a friends at school, a friend outside the university, and neighbors. 
The original sources for participants living abroad were a mother, a grandmother, the mass 
media, that is, TV, magazines and books, staff at beauty salons, clerks at kimono shops, 
leaflets to promote the sale of the furisode, friends at school when participants lived in 
Japan, friends outside the university in Japan and neighbors. Regardless of where a 
participant lives now, she does not obtain information on the furisode more than she has 
now. They said that they did not obtain more information after they wore it on the 
Coming-of-Age Day. Participants in both countries rarely talked about the furisode with 
friends. 73 
CHAPTER V
 
DISCUSSION 
The major objective addressed in this study was to interpret and compare the 
meanings attributed to the furisode by selected Japanese college students living in Japan 
and Japanese college students living abroad. Because few research studies exist regarding 
the meanings attributed to the furisode, the qualitative method, that is, face-to-face 
interviews, provided insights into the meanings given to the furisode. Interviews were 
conducted during October of 1998 in Japan, and November, and December of 1998 in the 
U.S.A. 
Looking at the furisode from a historical perspective, the prototype of the furisode, 
called ketteki, was worn by children and young women in the 16th century. This prototype 
had sleeves that were not so long as those of the present furisode. The word furisode was 
applied to a specific dress after the mid-Edo period (Higuchi, 1981) with sleeves getting 
longer during the Edo period (1603-1867). This garment was worn by daughters of the 
rich merchant class, who wore it everyday, and the samurai class in the Edo period (1603­
1867). After the Meiji Restoration (1868), the dress code of class was abolished, and more 
men came to wear Western dress, whereas a limited number of women came to wear 
Western dress. The kimono which occupied an important part of the society was gradually 
worn less. 
After World War II, almost all women came to wear Western clothing. In terms of 
the furisode, it was not until after the 1960s that more young women came to wear it as 
formal wear. Young women in society have come to wear it as part of the Coming-of-Age 
ceremony. Although some meanings attached to the furisode have traditional origins, such 
as a costume worn by young women, the association with the past may have declined. 
Some participants suggested that the age range in which the furisode is worn may be longer 74 
today than before. As the findings also revealed, all the participants were not necessarily 
familiar with meanings attached to various elements of the furisode, such as meanings of 
the motifs (see Table 4). They paid attention to youthfully stylish aspects of thefurisode. 
The results revealed that there were common meanings attached to the furisode by the 
college students living in Japan and living in the U.S.A. The themes associated with the 
meanings that emerged from the transcriptions are as follows: formal wear, a dress or 
kimono that is rarely worn in everyday life, age or youth, marital status, entrance into 
adulthood, national costume of Japan, a traditional costume, a costume that represents 
Japanese culture and tradition, a dress that represents conformity to other girls, a dress that 
restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, and a dress or kimono that takes time and 
labor in preparation to be worn. Meanings also related to feelings of the wearer: A dress or 
kimono that "elevates the state of her mind" (Yamanaka, 1972, p.36), a dress that makes a 
wearer pleased, happy, and so on, and a dress or kimono that represents valuable 
experience. The themes also include the emotions or moods of perceivers (e.g. a dress that 
makes grandparents and parents feel pleased). Other meanings include a dress or kimono 
which is valuable, a dress or kimono seen as an heirloom, a dress or kimono with 
increased costs for preservation and maintenance, ideal cultural images of wearers of the 
furisode, a dress or kimono that represents a memento, and a dress or kimono that 
represents the individuality or personality of a wearer. 
The researcher organized these themes into three non-mutually exclusive categories. 
First, themes which are closely related to culture and tradition can be understood as a 
cultural symbol. These themes included meanings associated with formality or formal 
wear, age or youth, marital status, entrance into adulthood, national costume, culture and 
tradition, a traditional costume, conformity to other girls, and ideal cultural images of a 75 
wearer. Thus, these meanings are closely associated with the culture, the culture of the 
past, cultural heritage, and so on. All of these meanings were shared by participants in 
both countries. 
Second, themes can be understood as more related to individuals, but they were 
shared by participants. These themes included meanings associated with a dress or kimono 
that "elevates the state of her mind" (Yamanaka, 1972, p.36), a dress that is valuable, a 
dress or kimono seen as an heirloom, a dress regarded as a memento, a dress that 
represents individuality or personality of a wearer, a dress that makes a wearer feel pleased, 
a dress that represents a valuable experience, and a dress or kimono that is associated with 
the feelings or moods of a perceiver. Some meanings were only shared by participants in 
Japan: a dress that represents valuable experience, a dress or kimono that represents the 
individuality or personality of a wearer, and a dress or kimono seen as a memento only 
emerged for participants in Japan. 
The third group of themes included meanings related to the furisode itself. These 
included meanings associated with a dress that restricts the movement or activity of a 
wearer, a dress or kimono that takes time and labor in preparation to be worn, a dress with 
increased cost for maintenance and preservation, and a dress or kimono that is rarely worn 
in everyday life. The themes associated with the meanings of a dress or the kimono with 
increased costs for preservation and maintenance emerged only for participants in Japan. 
The symbolic nature of the furisode appears to be in terms of culture, individual 
perceptions and feelings, and the dress itself for both groups of participants. 
In comparing the meanings given to the furisode by college students living in Japan 
and college students living abroad, there were no particular differences in meanings 
attributed to the furisode. However, as a social object, the furisode has many meanings, 
some individual, based on personal experience, reference groups, situations, or roles in the 
society, and some cultural. Although the social interactions each participant had in 76 
society may have been different, the shared experiences by the participants related to the 
furisode may have led to the similarities in meanings given to the furisode by Japanese 
college students living in Japan and by students living abroad. 
Several factors may have contributed to this finding. One possible explanation for 
these similarities in meanings is that the furisode is established as a cultural symbol, so 
much so that it may not be influenced by social interactions that participants had in foreign 
countries. Nine meanings as a culture symbol emerged from transcriptions. All these 
meanings were shared by both groups. It is understood that people acquire the meanings 
attached to the furisode through socialization in Japan since childhood. Participants 
indicated that they came to know the meanings given to the furisode as a cultural symbol 
gradually in their lives. As a result, young women take the meanings given to the furisode 
for granted before they become adult and do not make particular efforts to obtain meanings. 
The unsolicited answers by two participants pointed out that many young women wore the 
furisode not because of its cultural meanings but because of its youthful stylishness. In 
other words, details of the furisode, such as beautiful and bright colors and fashionable and 
beautiful motifs and designs, capture the hearts of young women. Thus, although 
participants seemed to be more interested in these aesthetic aspects of the furisode, they 
understand these meanings as members of a culture. 
Another possible explanation of the similarities in meanings is probably due to their 
lifestyles. Participants living in Japan and abroad take a Westernized lifestyle for granted 
(Tanaka, 1995). Participants stated that they wore Western garments, such as blue jeans, 
in everyday life. Their lifestyles may influence the formation of the meanings attached to 
the furisode. Therefore, this factor may lead to the similar meanings attached to the 
furisode, particularly meanings which the researcher classified as the furisode itself. 
The third possible explanation of the similarities in meanings is that regardless of 
where a participant lives, the original and current sources of information on the furisode are 
the same. The major sources of information on the furisode are mothers, grandmothers, 77 
the mass media such as TV programs, magazines and books, leaflets to promote the sale of 
the furisode, staff at beauty salons, clerks at a kimono shop, friends at school in Japan, 
friends outside the university in Japan, and neighbors. Participants typically obtained 
information on the furisode just before they wore the furisode for the first time. However, 
after the Coming-of-Age Day, participants had few opportunities to be involved with the 
furisode. Thus, information sources that may influence the formation of meanings attached 
to the furisode are the same among participants in both countries. A fourth explanation for 
the similarities may be based on the method used for the study. The researcher used a 
purposive sample in which most participants were in their early to middle twenties, not a 
randomly selected sample. Therefore, they may represent relatively small homogeneous 
groups of people, which may result in similar results in both countries. 
From a theoretical point of view, the researcher can use the symbolic interactionist 
perspective to explain the social interactions that occurred among each participant and her 
relatives in Japan, illustrating a good application of this perspective. One theme that 
emerged from the transcriptions was that of a costume that makes parents and grandparents 
feel happy. Participants pointed out that their grandparents and parents were looking 
forward to seeing them wear the furisode. Participants also observed that relatives seemed 
to be happy and smiled. 
In other words, grandparents and parents were not only pleased with their 
granddaughter's or daughter's pretty appearance in the furisode, but they were also aware 
of and responded to the cultural meanings attached to the furisode. Many of the meanings 
attached to the furisode by a wearer were almost the same as the meanings attached to it by 
a perceiver, in this case, relatives of a participant. As a result, meaningful communications 
occurred between a wearer and a perceiver. Thus, all the members from different 
generations understood the symbolic meanings attached to the furisode. 
Recommendations for future research are as follows. Because one of the factors that 
influences the meanings attached to the furisode is the age of a participant, a demographic 78 
variable, meanings attached to the furisode by various age groups may be investigated to 
further understand the meanings attached to the furisode. Future research can also be 
conducted by using a sample which includes married women as well as college students, 
because this study used a purposive sample of college students whose ages are in their 
twenties. 
Second, in addition to considering the demographic variables of a sample, other 
characteristics can be taken into consideration. Future research may focus on people who 
practice Japanese traditional arts as a sample. In this study, all participants who enjoyed 
wearing the furisode did not always practice traditional Japanese arts. However, five 
participants, who enjoyed wearing the furisode, practiced the tea ceremony and flower 
arrangement and engaged in traditional music performance when they were in Japan. 
Because these participants had more opportunities to wear the furisode than others, their 
attitudes toward and perceptions of the furisode may be different from other participants. 
Third, the meanings attached to the furisode can be considered further, by 
considering the meanings given by those who do not wear the furisode on the Coming-of-
Age Day. In other words, researchers can include participants who did not wear the 
furisode on or around the Coming-of-Age Day in a sample. In this study, one participant, 
who did not wear the furisode but the formal kimono during the Coming-of-Age Day, wore 
the tsukesage, or iromuji, or the visiting kimono as a formal kimono, which can be worn 
throughout her life. This participant provided insights into the meanings or images of the 
furisode, which included age or youth, formal wear, ideal cultural images of a wearer of 
the furisode, that is, herself or other young women, a dress that makes perceivers feel 
pleased and happy, a dress that restricts the movement or activity of a wearer, comparing 
movement that allows a wearer of the kimono with short sleeves, and a dress that she 
should have worn on the Coming-of-Age Day. Her comments seem to emphasize some of 
the meanings given to the furisode. She stated: 79 
Looking back, I should have worn the furisode at that time. The tradition 
dictates that the furisode is worn during the early twenties, however, today the 
period is not so limited. I can wear it now. I wonder now why I did not wear at 
that time.  .  .  .  If I have a daughter in the future, I would like her to wear the 
furisode on the Coming-of-Age Day. 
Participants had an image of the furisode as being worn during early adulthood, which 
actually indicates the longer period of time for wearing it today. Thus, the findings 
revealed that meanings attached to the furisode as a symbol were shared by participants in 
this study, regardless of whether she wore the furisode or not. 
Fourth, alternative methods of inquiry might be used to capture additional insights. 
For example, the focus group interview may be used to investigate the meanings attached to 
the furisode. If the related purpose is to investigate the meanings attached either to it or the 
yukata for marketing or for investigation for promotion of sales of the kimono and the 
furisode, this method will be useful. 
In addition to the focus group interview, a survey method may be appropriate. 
Because this study employed a purposive sample, the question may lie in generalizations 
made from this sample. Because a non-random sample was used for this study, the 
findings are not generalizable to other populations. These meanings can represent the 
furisode as a symbol among these participants. Nonetheless, the findings obtained from 
this study can be used as a guide for questionnaires for future research in a survey among a 
wider population. Future research can investigate and clarify the relationships between 
meanings, demographic variables, and other variables that may influence the attitudes 
toward or perceptions of the furisode. 
As a related purpose of the study, the meanings attached to the kimono and yukata 
could be investigated for the marketing analysis. The meanings attached to the kimono or 
yukata by people wearing them will be examined to obtain the information about a potential 
market growth area for the kimono and the yukata in other countries. 80 
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APPENDIX A 
Informed Consent Form 
To:  Participants in the interview about the meanings of the furisode. 
From: Kumiko Watanabe, Graduate Student 
Oregon State University 
Leslie Davis Burns, Ph.D.
 
Oregon State University
 
Dear students: I am conducting research on the meanings of the furisode. In this study, I 
hope to learn about the meanings of the furisode today. I would like you to answer 
questions about the furisode. 
Participation in this study means that you will be asked to respond to a series of questions 
about the furisode. Your participation in this project is voluntary and you may choose not 
to respond to any question or withdraw from the study at any time. 
I will take notes during the interview and the interview will be audio taped, which will be 
used to facilitate the transcription of your responses. The audio tapes will only be available 
to the two of us for analysis purposes. Your name will not be associated with your 
responses. The audio tape will be erased at the completion of the project. 
Any information obtained in connection with this study that can be identified with you will 
remain confidential. In any written reports or publications, no one will be identifiable. 
Thank you very much for your help. We appreciate your cooperation. Please retain one 
copy of the provided statement for future reference. 
I voluntarily agree to participate in the project described above. I understand that any 
questions I have about the research study and/or specific procedures should be directed to 
the following: 
Kumiko Watanabe  Leslie Davis Burns, Ph. D. 
Oregon State University  Oregon State University 
Corvallis, OR 97330  Corvallis, OR 97330 
(phone) 541-758-7330  (phone) 541-737-0983 
Signature of participant  Date 
Any other questions that I have should be directed to Mary Nunn, Sponsored Program 
Officer, Oregon State University Research Office, (541)-737-0670. 86 
APPENDIX B 
Seven Basic Questions Asked of Japanese College Students 
1. Have you ever worn the furisode? Could you please describe the furisode you have 
worn? Motifs, colors etc. Do you know the meanings of motifs and colors of the 
furisode you have worn? Could you tell me these meanings? 
2. On what occasions do you usually wear the furisode? Why do you think you wear the 
furisode on these occasions? 
3. Who created your furisode? Designers such as Hanae Mori or a kimono designer? 
Why did you choose this furisode? 
4. How do you feel when you wear the furisode? 
5. What and who were your original and current sources of information about the 
furisode? From friends, media, etc. If you own your furisode, did a clerk at the 
kimono shop help you to choose the furisode you possess? What did he or she say 
about the furisode? If you rent, did the staff of the kimono rental shop explain the 
furisode you chose and help you choose the one you rented? 
6. What kind of the furisode is yours? o-furisode, chu-furisode or ko-furisode 
Could you please tell me the difference among them? 
7. Japanese college students living in Japan: do you want to wear the furisode or kimono 
except for the formal and ceremonial occasions in the future? 
Japanese college students living in the U.S.A.: do you want to wear the furisode or 
kimono except for the formal and ceremonial occasions after you go back to Japan? 87 
APPENDIX C 
Demographic Questions for Japanese College

Students Living in Japan
 
The following questions are designed to help us accurately interpret our findings. We 
will appreciate your answers. 
1. How old were you on your last birthday? 
Years. 
2. What is your major? 
3. Have you ever stayed abroad for more than nine months? 
[  ] Yes (Go To Question 4) 
[ ]No 
4. Which country did you stay in? 88 
APPENDIX D 
Demographic Questions for Japanese College

Students Living in the U.S.A.
 
The following questions are designed to help us accurately interpret our findings. We 
will appreciate your answers. 
1. How old were you on your last birthday? 
Years. 
2. What is your major? 
3. How long have you been in the U.S.A.? 
year(s)  months 89 
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mary.nunnolorsa.edu
 
October 1, 1998 
Principal Investigator 
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Oregon State University's Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects and 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: 
Principal Investigator(s):  Leslie D. Burns 
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Department:  AIHM
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